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Abstract
International development is concerned with making life better for the
least privileged people of the world. Since the 1990s, HCI has engaged
increasingly with development through an interdisciplinary ﬁeld known
as “information and communication technologies for development,” or
ICT4D. This article overviews the historical relationship between HCI
and international development, compares their disciplinary approaches,
and suggests that both sides would gain from ongoing interaction. International development could beneﬁt from HCI’s broad methodological
tools, which include qualitative and quantitative research methods,
design through iterative prototyping, and reﬂective inquiry. HCI could
beneﬁt from international development’s exposure to a broader base of
cultures, sectors, and concerns. These issues are discussed with speciﬁc
examples from published papers and several well-known projects that
apply HCI to development. Finally, future directions for an ongoing
collaboration between HCI and development are also indicated.

1
Introduction

Imagine the following scene in Kibera, one of the world’s largest urban
slums, located in southwestern Nairobi1 :
A 32-year-old man who drives a matatu (an informally operated miniature bus) for a living deposits
5000 Kenyan shillings at the local mobile-phone shack.
Although he normally visits the shop to add to his
mobile talk-time (most mobile phone accounts in the
developing world are pre-paid), in this instance, he
requests that the money be added to his M-PESA
account and provides the shopkeeper with his mobile
phone number. She complies, and a few seconds later,
he receives conﬁrmation of the transaction via a single
SMS text message.
The man then performs a few manipulations on his
mobile phone — a sequence that he learned a year ago
1 This

story is based, in part, on work by Morawczynski and co-workers [95, 96] and Ratan
and co-workers [90].
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from a good friend — for which he receives another
SMS conﬁrmation: he has successfully sent 4000 Kenya
shillings (Ksh) to his mother’s mobile number. His
mother lives in Nguni, a rural town about 70 kilometers
away. Because she is illiterate and cannot distinguish
between spam SMS and M-PESA notiﬁcations, he calls
her immediately. They chat for a bit, and she tells him
that she misses the time when he used to come see
her more often. He responds that he wishes he could
come home more often, too, but the roads seem to get
less and less safe each month, even for an experienced
matatu driver like him! At least, he can send her money
safely now without having to worry that he’ll get carjacked and mugged on the way home. As he hangs up,
he thinks about whether to spend or save the remaining
Ksh. 1000.
In Nguni, the man’s mother sees that, in fact, the little
square mark on her mobile has come on. So, she walks
to the central petty shop in Nguni, hands the trader
her mobile, and asks him for the cash. The trader reads
the SMS and conﬁrms the transaction, but says that he
only has Ksh. 2000 in cash today, so she’ll have to come
back tomorrow for the rest. The mother takes the Ksh.
1960 (Ksh. 2000 less commission) and agrees to come
back in a couple of days, not realizing that the trader,
at her expense, will cheat her. He will take twice the
commission he would have received if he paid her in
one shot, as he is contractually obligated to do.
This is a typical usage scenario for M-PESA, a mobile payment
service run by Safaricom that is wildly popular in Kenya. M-PESA
transacted over US$1.7 billion in mobile payments since beginning in
March 2007, and now has over 7 million customers [15].
For a designer or researcher interested in user experiences with technology, the service raises a rich array of interesting questions, ranging
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from those that are speciﬁcally usability-focused to broader and more
philosophical questions:
• Can mobile-phone interfaces be designed such that even illiterate users can use them?
• Do new research methodologies need to be devised to work
with subjects who can’t read?
• Who is “the user” when one person asks another to perform
a device task?
• Are there patterns of device usage that are consistent across
developing countries? And, can design recommendations be
tailored to such patterns? Or, is there something special
about Kenya that would suggest that similar services elsewhere would not necessarily succeed?
• Do designers carry an ethical burden in such circumstances,
of ensuring just use of the technology?
These are the kinds of questions asked by a growing ﬁeld called “information and technology for development,” or ICT4D. ICT4D considers
how technologies such as the personal computer, mobile phone, and
the Internet can contribute to global socio-economic development of
economically impoverished communities.
Many of the questions of ICT4D are those that people in human–
computer interaction have been asking for decades in other contexts. In
fact, HCI already ﬁgures prominently in ICT4D projects, though it is
not always called “HCI.” The Association for Computing Machinery’s
special interest group on computer-human interaction (ACM SIGCHI)
deﬁnes human–computer interaction as “a discipline concerned with
the design, evaluation and implementation of interactive computing
systems for human use and with the study of major phenomena surrounding them” [54, 55]. By this deﬁnition, all of the questions enumerated above could be considered legitimate questions of HCI. In fact, in
their foundational textbook on HCI, Schneiderman and Plaisant wrote,
“As a profession, we will be remembered for how well we meet our users’
needs. That’s the ultimate goal: addressing the needs of all users” [124].
A key tenet of this article, therefore, is that HCI is central to
ICT4D — it was so even before people who called themselves “HCI
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researchers” were involved, and it will continue to be true, until the
failure of the last gadget in the world’s last non-proﬁt organization.
HCI has great potential to inﬂuence global development where computing technology is involved, and its methodology could be a model
for development even without technology.
What about the converse? What can HCI gain from engaging with
global development? Hopefully, this article will provide an adequate
basis for readers to come to their own conclusions, but here are some
possibilities.
First, global development presents largely unexplored territory for
HCI research, terrain which will become increasingly relevant. In 2008,
there were 1.2 billion PCs in use [23], and most of HCI so far has been
focused on those 1.2 billion devices. This means that a much larger
group of people, numbering over 5 billion, has not been addressed by
the majority of HCI research — many of them live in cultures that
may respond in new ways to modern technology, and in any case their
experience with computing devices will be diﬀerent from past users.
While this latter population is largely unfamiliar with PCs, they are
meanwhile becoming rapidly familiar with another powerful computing
device — the mobile phone. There were 4.6 billion active mobile-phone
accounts in the world in 2009 [63]; this is more than the total population of the world today who are over 20 years of age.2 All this suggests
that what ought to be considered the “typical user” and the “typical computing device” will shift from what have been the traditional
concerns of HCI and computer science more broadly.
Beyond such quantitative trends, ICT4D also poses qualitatively
new questions to the HCI community. For example, UNESCO estimates that in 2009 there were 774 million illiterate adults in the world
[143], and this number is likely conservative. How should one design
user interfaces for non-literate users? And, even if you can read in
your own language, software is written primarily for the world’s dominant languages. Many languages are spoken only by small communities, for which it is cost-prohibitive to localize software. Are there
2 These

statistics do not necessarily mean that every adult on the planet owns a computeintensive mobile phone, as many countries have penetration rates above 100%, and individual phone ownership in the world’s very poorest communities still remains rare.
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ways to extend software reach without all-out language localization?
Or, consider that there are cases when the cost of an SMS text message becomes a barrier for services that save lives [128]. How should user
decisions based on pricing of products and services be incorporated into
HCI methodology? Many people in low-income communities are intimidated by new technology, or have little experience answering hypothetical questions. What new methodologies can be devised to overcome
such experimental challenges? These are just a few examples of questions that emerge in ICT4D contexts which expand HCI’s borders.
Engaging with diﬀerent populations can also temper overgeneralization in HCI. It is frequently lamented that undergraduate students are
not a representative sample of the human population, and yet a good
portion of psychology and HCI studies are conducted almost entirely
with such biased samples. An implicit assumption of generalizations
drawn from these studies is that undergraduate students in developed
countries are reasonable representatives of modern PC users, at least
with respect to traits that matter for HCI. Not all such claims, however, will extend to people from very diﬀerent groups, such as those
who are preoccupied with the source of their next meal, or those who
keep track of critical business contacts entirely in their head. Thus,
HCI in developing-country contexts may help add greater precision to
existing claims.
At a personal level, involvement with HCI can bring great rewards
to the researcher. Many HCI researchers go into “the ﬁeld” out of a
concern for people and a desire to support them in their interactions
with technology. Certainly, there is satisfaction in discovering the critical set-top box feature that consumers seek out, or the UI nugget which
helps an oﬃce worker use spreadsheets 10% more eﬃciently. Imagine,
though, if that attention were directed not just at increasing convenience in suburban homes or eﬃciency of oﬃce work, but at easing
suﬀering and alleviating poverty? If the design of a computer system
could help a rural healthcare system deliver vaccines 5% more eﬀectively, that would likely be at least as satisfying as making an online
social networking site 5% easier to navigate.
Finally, as discussed further in Section 3, ICT4D tends to emphasize
participatory approaches, and this is perhaps where HCI for global
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development exerts its strongest pull. Researchers work closely with
partners and collaborators in the ﬁeld — whether it is in the slums of
Nairobi or in the arid desert of Rajasthan. Work in such environments
often comes with signiﬁcant challenges, but the emotional returns can
be dramatic. Few things are as rewarding as witnessing the moment
when a child who has barely interacted with books, ﬁrst interacts with
a PC. Or, when a smallholder farmer who is featured in a how-to video,
ﬁrst sees himself “on TV”. Or, when a slum resident discovers to her
surprise that she can ﬁnd relevant jobs via her mobile phone. These
are common experiences for the researcher working in ICT for global
development.
This article will provide background to ICT for global development (Section 2), discuss the methodological and historical interplay
of HCI with ICT4D (Section 3), provide examples of HCI projects in
global development (Section 4), pull out recurring themes and lessons
(Section 5), and conclude with some thoughts on future directions.
This article is by no means an exhaustive survey or a thorough history of the ﬁeld. Despite its youth, ICT4D has covered wide ground,
touching just about every domain of global development and many
geographies. Instead of attempting a comprehensive overview, a compromise between breadth and depth has been attempted. Moreover, the
focus of this article is on the most mature class of ICT4D research —
that in which beneﬁciaries of development eﬀorts directly interact with
technology. Other ICT4D possibilities, such as the use of ICT in the
operations of development organizations, ICT for networking among
development professionals, or ICT for policy-making, are not given as
much attention, in part because these applications of ICT have not yet
received as much attention among researchers. Perhaps a future issue
of this series will provide introductions to these other ﬂavors of ICT4D.
In any case, it is hoped that the contents will provide a point of
departure for those in HCI who are new to global development, as
well as provocation and ongoing discussion for those who are already
involved.

2
“Information and Communication Technologies
and Development”1

2.1

The “D” in ICT4D

“Development” is international development or global development.
There is no formal consensus on exactly what development is, yet a
useful approximation to start with is the following: global development
involves deliberate attempts to lessen or eliminate economic poverty
and the undesirable states correlated with it — poor health, low levels
of education, lack of political power, greater unhappiness, and so on.
It is an international activity that focuses primarily on the economically poor countries of the world (also labeled “third world countries,”
“developing countries,” or “low-income countries”), but it could also
include attempts to improve the quality of life of poorer populations in
wealthy countries.
For some, development is strictly about economic growth; others believe it is about political empowerment; still others suggest it
should focus on happiness or subjective well-being. Yet, while there
is no agreement about the exact goals, there is approximate coherence to the concept of development, perhaps deﬁned best by what it is
1 Some

of this material is adapted from Ref. [137].
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not: development theorists and practitioners are rarely concerned with
further improving the well-being of the relatively rich and powerful,
except as an side eﬀect.
Global development is a relatively recent activity, with a history not
much longer than half a century. In part, this is because the huge gaps
between rich and poor countries are themselves a new phenomenon in
the long span of human civilization. Economist Jeﬀrey Sachs notes in
his book, The End of Poverty, that even in 1820, there was little diﬀerence among countries in their per-capita GNP [115]. Beautiful visualizations of these and other facts can be generated with Gapminder — an
instance of HCI information visualization tools applied to global development statistics [41] — where twiddling with a few knobs shows that
no country earned a per capita GNP2 greater than $4000 per year until
around 1860, and few had life expectancies above 40 years. In 1940, a
handful had per capita GNP above $10,000. As a result, prior to the
middle of the 20th century, countries, if they were consciously focused
on “development” at all, were focused on developing themselves.
Then, with the ending of World War II, the seeds were planted for
explicit global development. The International Monetary Fund and the
World Bank were conceived in July, 1944 at Bretton Woods [61, 148],
and also around that time, the United Nations was also proposed — it
was eventually founded in October, 1945 [144]. At their inception, these
organizations concentrated on post-war reconstruction and the prevention of another Great Depression, and a new ﬁeld of “development
economics” was born. Economists began with the reconstruction of
countries devastated by the war, but they quickly shifted their attention
to developing countries, reasoning inductively that policies that helped
rebuild countries could help grow poorer countries, as well. And so, the
charters of the UN, the IMF, and the World Bank rapidly expanded
to include assistance for the development of economically poor countries. Development eﬀorts gained momentum with the Cold War, when
the United States, the Soviet Union, and their allies intensiﬁed aid to
Third-World countries in an eﬀort to curry ideological favor [51]. Over
2 Adjusted

to 2005 purchase-price parity dollars, as set by the World Bank’s International
Comparison Program, a group that collects and analyzes comparative price data across
countries.
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the decades, global development has formed an autonomous identity of
its own (though it remains strongly inﬂuenced by international politics)
and involves a growing number of governments, multilateral entities,
non-proﬁt organizations, and for-proﬁt corporations.
What makes global development of increasing interest to HCI is that
recently, the international development community has begun to seek
out electronic technology as a way to further the development agenda.

2.2

The “ICT” in ICT4D

This is not to say that technology has never played a part in global
development; in fact, it has from the beginning. The earliest equations
of macroeconomic growth hypothesized that more, or newer, technology
was the key to a country’s growth, though they tended to conceive of
technology as industrial machinery that ampliﬁed human labor [35].
Electronic technology was not far behind, however. Televisions, for
example, were common in US households by the mid-1950s, and by the
1960s, researchers and development specialists were pushing them for
global development. Wilbur Schramm, often considered the founder of
communication studies as a ﬁeld of research, wrote in 1964:
. . . television has never been used to its full capacity in
support of economic development. It may be ﬁnancially
impossible to use it in this way. But still the possibility
is tantalizing: What is the full power and vividness if
television teaching were to be used to help the schools
develop a country’s new educational pattern? What if
the full persuasive and instructional power of television
were to be used in support of community development
and the modernization of farming? Where would the
break-even point come? Where would the saving in rate
of change catch up with the increased cost? [119].
This excitement around commodity analog hardware carried through
into the 1970s, but appears to have waned by the 1980s, perhaps
because despite the increasing penetration of the radio and TV, evidence of impact on poverty was not signiﬁcant [78].

2.2 The “ICT” in ICT4D
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Beginning in the mid-1990s, eﬀorts to apply electronic technology
to development were revived with the commoditization of digital technologies. The personal computer (PC) kicked oﬀ this recent wave of
technology for development, and early work considered how PCs could
help non-proﬁts and other development-focused organizations streamline their operations. This application of PCs, of course, is not very
diﬀerent from the use of PCs in oﬃces, and so few people with interests in innovation took notice.
By the late 1990s, however, a new phenomenon was beginning, ushering in what could be considered the ﬁrst big wave of ICT4D: the
telecenter. Though burdened with many names — “PC kiosks,” “rural
kiosks,” “village knowledge centers” — and many diﬀerent shades of
meaning, a reasonable deﬁnition is that telecenters are physical centers
“which exist primarily to provide the general public access to computing and/or the Internet with the explicit intent to serve a developmental purpose.” They are related to, but “diﬀerent from public phone
booths, from computer classrooms, from rural data-entry centres, from
computerized post oﬃces, and from Internet cafes” [138].
Because of their developmental focus, telecenters are typically
placed in or near poor neighborhoods, both rural and urban, and seek
out clientele from economically poor backgrounds. This diﬀerence in
locus turns out to have a dramatic impact on usage styles and statistics. As early telecenter implementers quickly discovered, this reality
prompted a range of questions that would make any HCI researcher
shiver with excitement: what kind of client is most likely to use a telecenter [139]? How do clients respond to user interfaces in languages
they are not ﬂuent in [58]? What sort of social interaction occurs if you
allow distant telecenters to communicate via video teleconference [65]?
How can clients be encouraged to partake of telecenter services
[10]? Does the placement and orientation of the PC inﬂuence usage
paradigms [132]?
Telecenters as a whole are diﬃcult to operate [121], and so the success of any single telecenter is often crucially dependent on the answer
to these kinds of questions. These days, it is rare to read reports and
case studies of telecenters without ﬁnding a section that reads much
like a tutorial on doing HCI: Identify a real problem. Involve the user
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in the design process. Keep things simple. Consider factors beyond
the technology. Understand all the stakeholders.3 These challenges
stretch the boundaries of HCI by going well beyond typical usability concerns, but remaining within a broad notion of human–computer
interaction.
Telecenters continue to be promoted in development circles, but the
early hype has waned. Research thus far, which has largely been of a
qualitative nature, suggests that telecenters are not easy to sustain
economically (and otherwise), and that the developmental impacts are
diﬃcult to achieve [8, 121]. Researchers themselves appear to have tired
of the topic, and each year witnesses fewer publications on telecenters.
ICT4D is much broader than the telecenter, however, and parallel
eﬀorts have considered how other recent technologies could be relevant
to development. Novel wireless technology has been used to provide
data connections to remote rural areas that are otherwise unconnected
[7, 108, 112]. Personal digital assistants have assisted rural healthcare workers [25, 117]. Video has seen a revival, now that end-to-end
video production systems can be bought for a few hundred US dollars
[40]. And customized gadgets are being built, taking advantage of the
miracles of Chinese manufacturing [21, 130].
A recognition of the importance of lower-tech media, such as print
or audio by itself, has also spawned renewed interest in technology
that mediates the interface between digital and physical [104, 114].
Older technologies might not strictly fall into contemporary notions of
ICT, but they nevertheless remain a critical component of end-to-end
systems, just as paper never went away in the developed world despite
predictions of a paperless oﬃce. In any case, HCI questions abound,
because for every technology, there is a user, and in ICT4D, the user
is more often than not, someone very diﬀerent from the typical user
imagined by HCI researchers.
Without doubt, however, the most visible ICT4D technology is the
mobile phone. Its startling global penetration roused even the most
jaded researchers. While North Americans were still wondering what
3 See,

for example, Ref. [48]. In addition, Telecentre Magazine provides a wealth of such
articles.
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“texting” was, mobile phones reached into nooks and corners all over
the planet.4 The social value of mobile phones is not unsurprising
[27, 28], but prominent research with mobile phones has even identiﬁed immediate economic gains — something which has eluded research
on telecentres, for example. Econometric analysis suggests that for
penetration of mobile phones in the general population accounts for
additional GDP growth [147]. A more methodologically solid study
by Robert Jensen shows strong evidence that south-Indian ﬁshermen
and their customers each saw measurable economic beneﬁts due to the
introduction of the mobile phone — mobiles allowed ﬁshermen to make
intelligent decisions on which coastal market to haul their catch to, thus
eliminating price variation and ineﬃciencies across markets [64]. And, a
project called the Grameen Village Phone allowed over 300,000 women
in rural Bangladesh to boost their incomes by becoming door-to-door
phone booths for their otherwise unconnected villages [133].
Mobile phones, of course, had already opened a new playground
for HCI (Europe’s MobileHCI conference was started in 1998 [94]), and
with their wide adoption even in developing countries, much of the HCI
research in ICT4D shifted platforms. In the research community, Tapan
Parikh led the charge with CAM, a toolkit for developing data-entry
tools that used camera phones as barcode readers [105], with in-ﬁeld
experimentation in microﬁnance.
As of this writing, ICT4D remains enthralled with the mobile phone.
Research has expanded in multiple directions at once, each with its own
HCI questions. Some avenues explore what can be done with a simple
phone, restricting communication to voice [75, 80], SMS text messages
[28, 145], or the less well-known Unstructured Supplementary Service
Data (USSD) channel [135]. This technical restriction, however, occurs
only on the client side — the server side may involve call centers operated by live people, interactive voice-response (IVR) systems, automated speech recognition (ASR) servers, and so on.

4 However,

despite the astronomical rate of growth, plenty of households in poor rural
areas are still without a mobile phone, and sparsely populated areas remain out of cellular reach. Poor, disempowered women living in remote areas remain disproportionately
without access to phone service.
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Others view higher-end mobile phones as PDAs with connectivity.
In fact, much of the early work with mobiles in ICT4D came from
development practitioners, who saw their PDAs being superseded by
mobile phones. Organizations that equipped rural healthcare workers
with PDAs, for example, have shifted to mobile phones [117]. Still
others anticipate the rise of “mobile-only Internet” [30], where increasing numbers of users, particularly in the developing world, experience
the Internet for the ﬁrst time on a mobile phone.
Researchers, of course, are not the only people to innovate, and some
of the most inspiring stories in ICT4D happen when users adapt mobile
phones to suit their own circumstances. Jan Chipchase, an ethnographer and designer earlier at Nokia, has made a career out of discovering
such adaptations [19]. In Uganda, for example, entrepreneurs provide
“cash out” services (for a fee) for mobile talk time, eﬀectively turning exchangeable phone credits into a viable currency [20]. Some credit
this gray market activity as the inspiration for M-PESA [1]. Elsewhere,
microentrepreneurs charge car batteries in urban areas, transport them
to rural areas without electricity, and oﬀer mobile-charging services.
Other researchers have written about other adaptations — Nithya
Sambasivan and colleagues [116] discuss the role of intermediaries who
operate technology on behalf of someone else.
In any case, as physical access to mobile phones becomes all but
universal, HCI has an opportunity to engage not just with the 1+
billion people who regularly consort with PCs, but with the remaining
several billion inhabitants of the planet.

2.3

Larger Context of ICT4D

ICT4D is, therefore, an activity with truly global potential. But, it
is also one that requires an international perspective involving global
teams. For HCI, this means yet another opportunity — to engage
with researchers all over the world whose perspectives will undoubtedly enrich and inform current practice. ICT4D could broaden the HCI
community along at least three dimensions.
First, ICT4D work occurs in countries outside of the normal range of
HCI research — in Africa, South Asia, Latin America, the Caribbean,
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Oceania, and so forth. Even within rich countries such as the United
States, ICT4D enters poor communities that are rarely considered by
HCI [83].
A second aspect of ICT4D is its multi-sectoral nature. Typical HCI
research is an activity that focuses on academia and industry. Occasional work might consider the special needs of another sector, and
those who are inclined towards policy might have some interaction
with a government. ICT4D, however, is inextricably tied not only to
academia and industry, but also to governments, multilateral entities
(such as the UN or the World Bank), as well as civil society and nonproﬁt organizations.
Third, academic ICT4D is expansively interdisciplinary, perhaps
even more so than HCI. The earliest research in ICT4D was done in
departments of information systems, communications research, and science and technology. These groups were observing technology trends in
developing countries before the ﬁrst computer scientists arrived [52].
Engineers, designers, computer scientists, and HCI researchers came
relatively late to the game — this is not unexpected, given that few
engineering PhD programs involve travel to a third-world country. Like
HCI, ICT4D also brings in anthropologists and sociologists; but it also
works with economists, geographers, political scientists, and those in
development studies. The latter researchers tend to have a foot ﬁrmly in
their home ﬁelds, while also contributing to ICT4D. A ICT4D research
community is just beginning to coalesce, with conferences such as the
IEEE/ACM International Conference on Information and Communication Technologies and Development (ICTD) striving to harmonize a
diverse chorus while maintaining the pitch and quality of each voice.
As with any ﬁeld with a broad constituency, interdisciplinarity can
be a curse as much as a blessing. Fierce debates have broken out regarding what might and might not be ICT4D, as well as the standards by
which good ICT4D research can be judged [13]. HCI as a ﬁeld can
bring a lot to these discussions based on its own history of integrating anthropology, human factors, cognitive psychology, and computer
science.
It should be noted that these debates have not been settled, any
more in ICT4D than in HCI, nor is it likely that they will ever be
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settled once and for all. Often times, the debates seem to be based
more on temperament as in the case, for example, between those who
ﬁnd generalizable technology interesting versus those who ﬁnd unique
individual or cultural reactions to technology interesting. The reality is
that neither side has the full view, and both are needed for a complete
picture to emerge. For some, the debates themselves make the ﬁelds
more intellectually vibrant. Nevertheless, HCI has had more experience
than ICT4D in asking these questions, identifying pockets of consensus,
and proceeding practically despite disagreements. Thus, there are likely
things which ICT4D can learn from HCI, whether it is the structure of
philosophical debates within HCI [32], or the practical wisdom around
how to review papers [18]. Such experience could serve as meaningful
guidance for navigating ICT4D’s future evolution.

3
HCI and ICT4D

HCI thus appears to have much in common with aspects of ICT4D.
This section explores these points in greater detail.

3.1

Methodological Overlap

Over the years, HCI research has converged on a set of methodologies that are widely agreed upon, if not in the details of execution, at
least at a high level in terms of their value. Broadly speaking, these
might be categorized into (1) qualitative methods and user studies,
(2) design and iterative prototyping, and (3) evaluation [26].1 In addition, HCI brings to computer science the fourth activity of reﬂection —
researchers stepping back from the technical details of their work and
considering the larger social implications of their research. These classes
of activities are also common in ICT4D work, and though ICT4D
tends to draw from an even larger set of methodologies and disciplines
1 These

activities frequently occur one after the other, but they may also occur in other
conﬁgurations. Some research projects focus on one aspect, applying only a single methodology; others cycle through multiple methodologies in quick succession; still others may
overlap and fuse methodologies.
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(e.g., agriculture, economics, or public health) HCI is unequaled in its
methodological scope and overlap with ICT4D.
3.1.1

Qualitative Research and User Studies

Qualitative research methodologies were among the ﬁrst methodologies used in ICT4D research, as ethnographers studied the adoption
of modern technologies in developing countries. Qualitative methods
include those methodologies most often attributed to anthropology and
qualitative sociology, though they are increasingly used by a variety
of ﬁelds. For data collection, researchers rely on participant observation, in-depth interviews (structured and open), focus groups, and
other non-quantitative methods, in which depth and richness are sought
over quantity or representative sampling. Raw data might then be formally coded or summarized, and the data is analyzed, using discourse
analysis, content analysis, analytic induction, and so forth.
Much of this work is informally called “ethnography” although formally trained ethnographers complain that few people in either HCI or
ICT4D spend the time or the breadth of engagement with communities that would merit that label. More often than not, researchers are
engaged in something more akin to HCI’s qualitative user studies, with
the diﬀerences that the focus is on subjects’ real or potential interaction with either technology or development-focused mechanisms, and
that subjects may not be yet be actual users of technology.
The goals of qualitative methods are deep understanding and “thick
description,” in the sense of Cliﬀord Geertz [42]. In-depth analysis of
meaning, motivation, and overall context of human behavior is sought,
often revealing profound causes for diﬀerences in culture. In the context of global development, a major category of diﬀerence is that which
accompanies disparities in wealth. Many of the more intriguing research
questions arise when socio-economic constraints lead to cultural diﬀerences that take on a life of their own. For example, limited economic
means encourages a culture of sharing — observers have noted that
PCs are not strictly “personal” in many schools [102], and that mobile
phones, which are highly personal in the developed world, are aggressively shared in developing countries [116]. Habits born of resource
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constraints lead to cultural phenomena which take on a life of their
own, which explains in part why patterns of mobile-phone usage diﬀer
so much from country to country.
Both in HCI and ICT4D, this kind of in-depth understanding is
often seen as the basis for invention and intervention. Some ICT4D
practitioners would go so far as to argue that knowledge that does not
lead to design of interventions is not worth pursuing. What is the point
of knowing that people share phones unless it leads to impact that
helps alleviate their poverty? Others, however, raise a debate often
heard in HCI circles: that qualitative research ought to be a ﬁrst-class
endeavor that need not necessarily lead to concrete application to be
worthwhile. This perspective is perhaps best articulated in the HCI
community by Paul Dourish [32]; many in ICT4D would subscribe.
Even the label, “ICT4D,” itself is suspect; “4” implies application,
for which some explicitly substitute “and,” with the less applicationfocused abbreviation, ICTD.2
A conciliatory viewpoint suggests that a little mutual respect goes
a long way. On the one hand, it is, in fact, very rare for good qualitative research not to have potential application. It is diﬃcult to imagine
interesting qualitative results that could not somehow be relevant to
an ICT4D intervention — any new knowledge about people provides
additional input for the engineer or the designer. In any case, it seems
valuable to encourage all research around people’s interaction with
technology, unfettered by an artiﬁcially imposed intent to drive interventions. The path from knowledge to application is not always obvious
at ﬁrst. At the same time, the interventionists in development are, in
fact, primarily interested in knowledge for the sake of application, so
conclusions drawn in such a way that others could apply them have
additional value beyond less interventionist ﬁndings.
On the other hand, some practitioners have learned a healthy skepticism for the so-called “needs assessment,” in which ﬂimsy processes
for identifying actual needs on the ground are presumed to result in a
good understanding of people’s needs and desires. Invariably in ICT4D,
2 Indeed,

this is the very reasoning behind the choice of the name of one of ICT4D’s premier
academic conferences: the International Conference on Information and Communication
Technologies and Development (ICTD).
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needs assessments reveal that people need better healthcare, education,
clean water, job opportunities, ability to ﬁght injustice, and so on. In
short, nothing surprising. It’s not that needs’ assessments aren’t necessary — they are vital — but, rather that following a process for a
needs assessment is no guarantee that interesting needs will be discovered, any more than writing a good business plan makes one a successful
entrepreneur. Far more important is to spend suﬃcient time with the
community with open eyes, ears, and mind, and to try to absorb people’s sensitivities and cultural inclinations. If making life better, easier,
or happier is an objective, then a thorough intuition for the potential
user lays the foundation for design.
3.1.2

Design and Iterative Prototyping

Good design is an elusive beast. It could perhaps be described as a
parsimonious satisfying of constraints in an aesthetically pleasing manner, but this only begs the question of deﬁning “parsimonious” and
“aesthetically pleasing.” Luckily, both HCI and ICT4D have practical
ends in mind, and tend to set aside the mystical side of design and
focus on the more pragmatic. HCI asks of its designs, “How does it
simply life for the user?” “Do users prefer X to Y?” “What is more
easily learned or more quickly executed?” The analogous questions in
ICT4D might be, “How does it improve life for the user?” “Does the
community prefer X to Y?” “What is more readily learned or more
cost-eﬀectively executed?”
These questions can be put directly to users, if they have a chance
to interact with prototypes. Thus, the best projects in both HCI and
ICT4D typically involve a process of iterative prototyping and testing that adapts and modiﬁes an initial design. This process is even
more critical to good design in ICT4D because those driving the design
have such diﬀerent frames of reference from potential users. In HCI,
for example, it’s common for computer users to design interfaces for
other computer users — the designer can lay claim to some minimal
intuition about the target user (although, even then, the ﬁeld is full of
poor intuitions and misguided designs). In ICT4D, well-oﬀ graduates of
engineering schools might take on the design of a low-cost PDA for use
by rural farmers. Even after thorough qualitative research, it is diﬃcult
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for the former to gain accurate intuition for the subjective lives of the
latter. Prototyping and testing is thus all but necessary to ensure that
an initial guess in design does in fact ﬁt with the intended user.
ICT4D research is ﬁlled with stories of grand ideas on paper being
shredded to confetti in the ﬁrst minutes of prototype testing [29].
Conversely, some of the best ICT4D projects have come from months
of iterative design, as was the case with Digital Green, where Rikin
Gandhi, the lead researcher on the project spent six months trying
various diﬀerent things with video in a rural village to see what would
most appeal to local farmers [40].

3.1.3

Evaluation

HCI inherits evaluation methodologies from several ﬁelds, and these
have also been passed onto ICT4D through HCI researchers working in
ICT4D. Among the more dominant methodologies are those that come
from cognitive psychology, qualitative methods, and computer science.
For example, to get at questions of user preference, users might be
asked to ﬁll out questionnaires (with, e.g., questions posed on Likert
scales), or to perform tasks while reaction time is measured. Interviews
can reveal user preferences, as well as a variety of other information,
though such data is often subject to self-reporting biases. Qualitative
research stresses in-depth interviews, participant observation, and
careful analysis of subjective meaning that people ascribe to newly
introduced technology. Computer science brings with it a tradition of
instrumentation, in which the user’s every action is digitally logged
for more objective, if semantically limited, data.
ICT4D, drawing as it does from a broad spectrum of disciplines, augments these methodologies with others, as well. The sociology community, for example, is adept at hybrid methodologies that
mix elements of qualitative and quantitative work. Examples include
Q-sorts, in which ranked qualitative preferences can be clustered for
quantitative analysis, as well as quantitative evaluation of qualitatively
gathered data. Recent work in the economics community with randomized control trials has also introduced empirical scientiﬁc methodology
to the development community, even beyond public health [34].
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There is some gnashing of teeth in both the HCI and ICT4D communities, concerning the use of qualitative versus quantitative methods
for evaluation. However, in both communities, it’s clear that the ﬁelds
beneﬁt from a broader perspective that comes from having both ends
of the spectrum involved. It cannot be one or the other alone. Statistically signiﬁcant quantitative evaluations are necessary to ensure
internal validity — that ﬁndings aren’t due to the whims of chance.
To the extent possible, potentially important results should be veriﬁed
through large-scale randomized trials of the user population for whom
the conclusions are being drawn. For budget and logistical reasons,
such experiments are not always easy to do in an idealized form, but
the closer to the ideal, the more reliable the outcome. On the other
hand, it’s also clear that studies conducted at large-scale inevitably
miss many of the interesting details and nuanced responses of users.
Thick description is a foil to oversimpliﬁed explanations that may arise
from analysis of quantitative data, and it is often a fount of new ideas,
causal explanations, and technical possibilities that rarely emerge from
surveys and multiple-choice questionnaires. Here, again, the strength of
HCI is that it has dealt with these issues of interdisciplinarity, and has
for the most part, been able to respect the unique strengths of diﬀerent
methodologies.
One thing that global development emphasizes in evaluation is an
eye on the end goal. So, for example, if the goal is education, it’s not
enough for a new technology to delight students (however that might be
assessed) — some concrete beneﬁt to learning must be demonstrated,
whether through test scores, self-conﬁdence instruments, or perhaps
increased income opportunity. Similarly, it’s not quite enough to show
that a UI improves task completion time by 40% in an application
for rural healthcare workers; it’s further necessary to show that that
40% does in fact lead to more patients visited or, even more conclusive, better health for the population. Indeed, one informal critique of
HCI that is commonly heard among ICT4D practitioners is that HCI
researchers often seem happy to have demonstrated that a handful of
users expressed joy in using a technology, without showing a concrete
development outcome. (In all fairness, however, it should be mentioned
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that even development specialists struggle to evaluate projects against
their desired outcomes, and with the exception of public health and
agriculture, the trend towards rigorous examination is a recent phenomenon in global development.)

3.1.4

Reﬂection

One of the great strengths of both the HCI and ICT4D communities is
their capacity for reﬂection and self-critique. Borrowing the traditions
of qualitative research and critical theory, members of both communities have raised questions both about their ﬁelds overall, as well as
speciﬁc practices or trends in the communities.
Paul Dourish, in a paper eloquently outlining of the main issues
faced by ethnographers in HCI, provides a perfect example of this
reﬂexive capacity [32]. This paper stands out because the content is
composed entirely of an analysis of the ﬁeld of HCI itself — how it situates and views ethnographic work. These questions are foundational
for the anthropologists and qualitative researchers in HCI, and important for the computer scientists who interact with them.
Similarly, international development imposes questions on practitioners — the question of development goals simply cannot be escaped,
since any attempt to make the world a better place implies some definition of “better.” For instance, although economic development in
terms of per capita Gross National Product (GNP) or Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) reigns in discussions of international development,
many scholars have questioned the use of these ﬁgures as measures
of “development.” Among the most recognized critics is Amartya Sen,
the Nobel-prize winning economist, who argues that increased freedom
and capability, rather than increased income, should be the focal point
of development [120], and these debates have trickled into ICT4D work,
as well [71]. Ratan and Bailur [113], for example, consider the decision
faced by development organizations in supporting projects where the
objectives of the funders conﬂict with what beneﬁciaries want out of
the project. For anyone hoping to do evaluations of their HCI work in
development, these kinds of questions precede the technical details.
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3.2

Methodological Diﬀerences

Thus, there are a range of similarities between HCI and ICT4D. Of
course, the two ﬁelds are not identical. There are a number of diﬀerences
between HCI and ICT4D that are also worth calling out.
3.2.1

Practicality versus Technological Dazzle

Perhaps among the most prominent diﬀerences between HCI and
ICT4D is ICT4D’s strong emphasis on practicality and potential for
genuine impact. In mainstream HCI, it’s perfectly okay, even encouraged, to consider wild ideas and technological ﬁreworks that stretch the
imagination. HCI research, in particular, is hungry for new technical
ideas that provoke and dazzle. “How is this new?” is a question that
paper reviewers have in mind when judging a research article.
In ICT4D, however, there is a strong emphasis on pragmatism.
Despite a tendency for technocrats to look for problems to be solved by
the latest technology, the ﬁeld as a whole tends to frown on technology
for its own sake. Much of the research in ICT4D, therefore, focuses on
what is actually possible in a remote rural village, and what real barriers face a technology in an urban slum. Where HCI is happy with user
studies conducted in usability labs, ICT4D wants to see the technology
taken out into the ﬁeld, where real conditions diﬀer greatly from those
in a lab.
One prominent way in which this diﬀerence impacts HCI is that in
work for development, cost-beneﬁt considerations and economic analyses of projects are critical. Since ICT4D takes place in the context of
scarce resources, costs cannot be ignored. In making a case for ICT4D
work by computer scientists, Brewer et al. [12] call out cost considerations as one of the deﬁning characteristics of ICT4D work. A later paper
by a subset of the same authors, presents a nice framework for considering economic sustainability of ICT4D projects: It suggests that initial
capital costs can be underwritten by development grants and donations, but a project must at least be able to cover its own operational
costs to be ﬁnancially viable [134].
In any case, ICT4D is almost always concerned with the costs
of owning and operating technologies successfully — a project that
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expects farmers earning a dollar a day to invest in a $1000 device would
be subject to derision, and heated debate might ensue around the viability of the same project at $100 or $10. Such discussions often lead
to questions about the choice of device, with cost being a large part
of the consideration. One camp might argue for a PC-based telecenter,
while another recommends mobile phones [70], and a third raises the
possibility of PDAs. Where money is scarce, cost, and not usability,
may be the deciding factor.
This is a diﬀerence that is likely to persist between the two ﬁelds,
and the diﬀerences are healthy for each ﬁeld. HCI as a whole should
consider far-out technologies that might take decades to be aﬀordable,
if at all; and ICT4D should be concerned with costs to the extent that
it is an issue.
3.2.2

Route to Scale

Most researchers would like to see wide-scale application of their work.
The typical HCI researcher is most likely to imagine that this will happen through commercialization of their artifacts or industry adoption
of recommended practices. Furthermore, they can be somewhat cavalier about how exactly this might happen: Perhaps engineers in large
corporations will ﬁnd out about their published work, and then complete the engineering required to make interesting ideas happen. A few
researchers will patent their ideas or found start-up companies around
their ideas, but most are content to contribute to the ongoing academic
dialogue.
In ICT4D, researchers are more likely to expect any large-scale
impact to happen through government policies or by convincing multilateral organizations like the United Nations or the World Bank to recommend them as “best practices” to civil society. And, for reasons that
are not entirely understood, ICT4D researchers appear more vested in
the eventual implementation of their work [146]. ICT4D research itself,
thus, appears more concerned with what is practically achievable, and
how a project might scale. Researchers in ICT4D are as likely to obsess
about what will make an idea work in the real world, as the organizations who are actually implementing projects.
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And, because these concerns go well beyond ﬁnances, to social, cultural, infrastructural, and political challenges, ICT4D researchers are
wont to extend their research itself to a wider range of topics.
There is a danger to ICT4D’s multidisciplinary reach, though. In the
desire to solve problems end-to-end, focus can blur, and research can
become diluted. It’s often not clear where rigorous research ends and
one-oﬀ problem solving begins. Here, the experience of HCI in extracting clear research problems out of complex human–machine systems is
certain to help. For example, Ben Schneiderman is famous for his dictum, “Overview ﬁrst, zoom and ﬁlter, then details-on-demand” [123].
Such generalizable research conclusions don’t come from solving a single problem. Schneiderman himself repeats the statement ten times in
one paper, claiming each instance represents one project in which he
rediscovered it.
3.2.3

In Situ Research

As a result of the broader range of issues faced in ICT4D, there
is also a greater emphasis placed on in-situ prototyping and evaluation. In developed-world HCI, it’s perfectly okay to tinker and tweak
in the research lab, and to seat undergraduate students behind halfsilvered mirrors to conduct usability studies of technologies meant for
oﬃce workers. In development-focused ICT projects, however, the tinkering frequently needs to happen on location, and evaluation must
eventually happen with subjects drawn from the population intended
for beneﬁt. This is simply a statement about the vast and unpredictable gulf between the cultural background of undergraduate students — relatively wealthy, educated, and conﬁdent on any scale that
includes the world’s poorest people — and the groups that development
works with.
Poor residents of slums may be intimidated by shiny corporate
oﬃces or imposing academic buildings, further heightening any trepidation they might have about being asked to use unfamiliar technologies. It’s not hard to imagine that subjects in such circumstances will
second-guess answers to researcher questions, such as, “Would you use
System X, if it were freely available to you?”
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And, a technology that works perfectly well in an air-conditioned
oﬃce supported by a competent IT support team might fare less well
in the dusty heat of a remote village where voltage spikes of 1000 V
are not unusual [134]. Consider, too, the diﬀerence between watching
a video in the privacy and comfort of a sound-proof room and doing
so in a one-room home shared by seven family members and visiting
neighbors, all clamoring for a view.
Therefore, in ICT4D, researchers place repeat importance on in-situ
experimentation and evaluation. Researchers often bemoan the extra
eﬀort and unforeseen surprises awaiting researchers hoping to test a
new technology [5], and this leads to two critiques, both worthy of
consideration. On the one hand, whatever moral value there might be
in ICT4D work (due to its intended impact or diﬃcult implementation), doesn’t excuse poorly executed research methodology, any more
than charitable work grants a license to crime. On the other hand, the
research is challenging, and a rigid expectation that complex systems
be built on location and tested in a controlled manner needs to be tempered with the value of trying new things in less-than-ideal conditions.
HCI appears to be wrestling with similar issues — how to weight the
relative value of tightly controlled experiment against in-situ system
building — as a recent lament from James Landay [81] suggests.
With increased interaction between the two ﬁelds, these diﬀerences
are likely to contribute to the dynamic interchange between HCI and
ICT4D.

3.3

HCI in Technology for Development

With so much overlap in methodology and philosophical background
between HCI and development, there’s bound to be some history.
Although formal activity that is called HCI has only been a recent
entry to global development, related activities have occurred for some
time.
3.3.1

Appropriate Technology

“Appropriate technology,” sometimes also called “intermediate technology,” is the name given to a concept that was popularized in the
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1970s and 1980s, that focused on designing technology that met the
constraints of the local populations it was meant for. By then, international development had seen technology with good intentions misapplied in environments that couldn’t use them: Electronic medical equipment gathered dust in clinics without electricity, and oversized tractors
rusted unused in remote villages with farms too small to use them.
Thus, technologists sought solutions that worked within infrastructural, material, and human-capacity constraints. One description
notes that appropriate technology uses “engineering techniques, physical structures, and machinery that meet a need deﬁned by a community,
and utilize the material at hand or readily available. It can be built,
operated and maintained by the local people with very limited outside
assistance (e.g., technical, material, or ﬁnancial). It is usually related
to an economic goal” [37].
Appropriate technology goes further to look at the human interface
to technology, as well, presaging modern human-computer interaction
which it preceded by at least a decade. The movement is concerned
with “the social structures, human interactive processes, and motivation techniques” [37]. But, even beyond topical commonalities, there
are agreements about the methodologies by which new designs were
generated: Appropriate technology “is the structure and process for
social participation and action by individuals and groups in analyzing situations, making choices and engaging in choice-implementing
behaviors that bring about change” [37]. The parallels are uncanny,
and appropriate technology could be counted as a precursor of HCI.
Of course, there are diﬀerences, too, even apart from a focus
on mechanical versus electronic technology. They echo the diﬀerences between ICT4D and HCI: Appropriate technology almost always
focuses on cost-eﬀective solutions with beneﬁts for impoverished or
marginalized populations.
Interestingly, although appropriate technology has traditionally
stayed away from complex electronics because they are rarely easy
to manufacture or service in developing countries, the recent surge of
mobile phones has ignited an interest in ICT4D among appropriate
technology enthusiasts. Amy Smith, celebrated for her D-Lab series of
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courses at MIT has begun an ICT4D module for students interested in
identifying appropriate electronic technology [126]. History thus comes
full circle, and we may see a convergence of HCI with appropriate design
in global development.

3.3.2

Early HCI for Development

Although there were one-oﬀ instances of HCI dipping its toes in global
development in the 1980s — for example, an eﬀort in France sought to
design personal computers for developing countries, with a clear HCI
bent [36] — steady HCI involvement in global development really only
began in the late 1990s, a time that coincides with the development
community’s increasing interest in PCs to support non-proﬁt activity.
For instance, Matt Huenerfauth wrote a prescient masters thesis on
designing interfaces for illiterate users [57]. During this time, Tapan
Parikh, who was likely the ﬁrst to be granted a PhD by a computer
science department for work that was clearly HCI for development,
began much of his initial exploration with technology for microﬁnance
[104]. Meanwhile, several researchers in South Africa began applying
HCI to work relevant to developing communities: A group led by Edwin
Blake considered software applications relevant to rural areas [17]. Gary
Marsden joined Blake at the University of Cape Town and began work
with mobile phones [66]. And, Paula Kotzé looked at HCI issues in
developing country research and education [73]. In India, Dinesh Katre
at the Centre for Development of Advanced Computing also began
publishing work on interfaces for illiterate users [69].
Much of what became a steady stream of introspection, analysis,
and perhaps some emotional venting, also began during this time, as
HCI researchers reﬂected on their experiences working in impoverished
contexts. Cecelia Merkel and colleagues were among the ﬁrst to write
in this genre, and their subtitle is telling: “Tales from the ﬁeld” [93].
Jacques Hugo mentioned the need for sensitivity to diﬀerent cultural
factors in HCI, particularly as it pertained to developing countries [59].
Jason Pascoe et al. brought attention the UI issues as they impact
ﬁeldwork itself [106].
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This period also saw the entry of industry-driven HCI through the
portal of “emerging markets,” which became hot as the new frontier for
global businesses. Human Factors International, which is well-known for
its usability consulting practice entered the fray [104], as did Dray &
Associates, the Center for Knowledge Studies, and so forth.
For those wanting to know more about the history of HCI in development, a nice historical overview of HCI in development has been
written by Melissa Ho et al. [55], from which much of the above history
has been drawn.
3.3.3

Increasing Attention at Conferences

Since then, HCI eﬀorts in development have become an increasing presence at HCI’s most prestigious conferences and journals, among them
the Participatory Design Conference, MobileHCI, HCI International,
and so forth. Other conferences, such as the iConference (sponsored by
Schools of Information) also include considerable HCI work in development. Space does not permit a comprehensive review, but as a way to
get a sense for the growth and the trends in HCI research for development, below, we look at the stream of full papers that have appeared at
HCI’s most prominent publication venue: ACM’s SIGCHI Conference
on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI).
Parikh’s thesis work was represented in a CHI paper on CAM, a
toolkit that allowed barcodes on paper forms to be read by mid-tier
mobile phones, which in turn issued voice instructions and collected
data in digital form [105]. This appears to be the ﬁrst paper published
at CHI that explicitly applied HCI for global development.3
The next year, a young researcher, Udai Pawar, evaluated the use
of multiple mice with PCs as a way to drill English vocabulary for
resource-constrained Indian schools [109]. This was an application of
an idea that dates back to at least 1991 in the HCI community [11]
which itself gave rise to the coinage “Single Display Groupware,” [131].
But, SDG had not met with a compelling application until qualitative
research of government schools in India by Joyojeet Pal revealed a
3 Based

on an examination of paper titles and abstracts for CHI proceedings beginning in
2001 in the ACM Digital Library.
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tendency for students to cluster around single PCs [102]. Pawar showed
that for elementary learning tasks, students could learn just as much
in a 5-to-1 conﬁguration of students (and mice) to PCs, as in a 1-to-1
setting. Though neither technically new, nor better in terms of impact
for each student, it was a dramatic gain in terms of cost-per-student
for the value of PCs in education — educational administrators from
developing countries (and some from developed countries) immediately
understand its value in helping them with the arithmetic of matching
$X budget to Y students. Neema Moraveji later extended the multiple
mouse concept to an entire classroom, where 20 or 30 students could
all have mice manipulating cursors on a single projected screen in a
classroom [95].
Also in 2007, Matthew Kam and Divya Ramachandran, both working with John Canny, published preliminary papers of their explorations
in India. Both papers examined the design process of working in developing communities. The fruits of Kam’s work appear in CHI 2009,
where careful designs of instructional games on mobile phones are used
to enhance education in schools in India. Ramchandran’s work appears
later in CHI 2010, where providing rural healthcare workers with mobile
phones and video clips appears to provide some support for their
eﬀorts.
Some work at CHI has focused speciﬁcally on the needs of nonliterate users. Indrani Medhi compared several options for UIs on a
mobile phone with respect to its usability for illiterate users. She found
that there is a tradeoﬀ between rich multimedia UIs that combine voice
and images, and those that work primarily through interactive voice
response — the former sees shorter times for task completion, but the
latter is more likely to reach task completion with fewer human prompts
[89]. Leah Findlater considered whether semi-literate users, who can
make out letters, but are not ﬂuent readers, would beneﬁt from text
in UIs, and found that they become both quicker readers of frequently
viewed text, and also become quicker at manipulating UI tasks [38].
Chris Le Dantec and Keith Edwards opened a new horizon for HCI
in development by considering the homeless in a wealthy country —
the United States [83]. They have considered social services as they’re
delivered in America, as well [84].
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CHI 2008 was the ﬁrst year in which an entire session was devoted
to HCI for development. Titled “Healthcare in the Developing World,”
the session featured three papers led by Rowena Luk, Brian DeRenzi,
and Karen Cheng. Luk et al. leveraged the power of social networks
to develop an asynchronous system for medical consultation in Ghana
[85]. DeRenzi et al. [25] trialed a PDA-based system that allowed rural
healthcare workers in Tanzania to run a UNICEF protocol for childhood illnesses digitally. And, Cheng et al. [16] tested PDA’s as an
instrument for collecting sensitive medical data in Angola.
By 2009, there were eight relevant papers, and not all will be
described here, as they include themes already discussed above. However, one line of interesting work concerns the use of technology in
war-torn countries. Gloria Mark et al. interviewed 45 Iraqi citizens and
their use of technology during the Iraq war [86]. They found that PCbased Internet, mobile phones, and digital cameras were all used in
an organic process to maintain social and logistical networks even as
buildings and infrastructure were systematically targeted.
In addition to the innovations listed above, CHI has recently also
seen a number of qualitative papers that observe and analyze the
interaction between technology and poorer populations in developing
countries. For example, Nithya Sambasivan, found repeat instances of
intermediated technology use, where the person beneﬁting from a technology and the person who manipulated the technology are not always
the same person [116]. A surrogate, for example, might look up information on the Internet, on behalf of a relative who might never interact
with the Internet directly herself — this observation challenges the very
notion of a monolithic “user,” since the technical user of a device is different from the user who beneﬁts from the device.
Meanwhile, Thomas Smyth uncovered the grey market of mobilephone multimedia exchange in urban India, where gigabytes of video
and music are traded routinely without the involvement of corporations
or other formal organizations (and with little regard for copyright law).
Smyth et al. [127] note that unlike many intentional projects in HCI for
development, this natural ecology of video exchange overcomes major
HCI obstacles through the sheer will of the participants. They attribute
it to a powerful motivation that appears frivolous unless viewed with
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Fig. 3.1 Number of papers relevant to ICT4D presented at ACMs. International Conference
on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI).

a deeper understanding of poor users of technology, who at heart, are
not so diﬀerent from rich users in their seeking of entertainment and
leisure activity.
Apart from the papers, CHI has also hosted a series of workshops
on HCI and development, beginning in 2007 and running through
2009 (with workshop names vacillating among various labels for the
activity of HCI for development: “User Center Design and International
Development” [141], “HCI for Community and International Development” [50], and “Human-Centered Computing in International Development” [49]). In 2010, CHI hosted a panel on global development that
features some of the researchers who established this line of work [67].
Thus, the ﬁrst decade of the twenty-ﬁrst century saw HCI involvement in global development start with a few one-oﬀ projects and grow
into an enterprise that the HCI community has adopted as one of its
consistent areas of work. Figure 3.1 shows that the number of papers
has increasing at CHI over the years, both in absolute numbers and as
a fraction of total published.

4
Examples of HCI in Global Development

To get a sense for HCI work in global development, we now examine
in more detail several ongoing avenues of research and development.
As with much HCI work, prominent activity occurs both in academic
research labs, as well as in commercial product development. We look
at examples from both streams in this section.

4.1

Research

Research in HCI for global development has a particular ﬂavor: It tends
to emphasize realism and practicality over expansive vision and technological novelty. Below, we look at two streams of research which emphasize this inclination. In Text-Free User Interfaces, the goal is to arrive at
a set of guidelines for designing device user interfaces that can be used
by non-literate users. In the Telecom Web, voice and mobile phones
replace the HTTP protocol and PC clients, as a way to extend Internetlike capabilities to those who aren’t regular users of PCs or the Internet.
4.1.1

Text-Free User Interfaces

Illiteracy is an obvious barrier to computer usage, and it was among
the ﬁrst problems to be considered by researchers working in ICT4D.
34
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The barrier is also squarely about the interface, and so the required
research falls speciﬁcally in the domain of HCI.
4.1.1.1

Early Work

Perhaps the earliest mention of a computer interface for illiterate users
occurs in a 1997 document by Canada’s International Development
Research Centre [60]. They saw correspondences between blindness and
illiteracy, and this led to the recognition that software designed for the
visually impaired could be immediate applicable to the illiterate user.
The document focuses on text-to-speech and speech-recognition technologies as a way to make text as it appears on websites directly accessible to illiterate users. Similarly, Chris Law and Gregg Vanderheiden
designed a government service website catered to the visually impaired
user, but also suggested that it would allow illiterate users access [82].
In the early 2000s, a second wave of research considered special
interfaces that went beyond re-application of accessibility tools for blind
users — this line of work acknowledged that the blind-illiterate correspondence went only so far, and that in particular, illiterate users could
still perceive and understand imagery. Thus, Youll [149] proposed a
visual interface for e-mail and social networks. Goetze and Strothottle
[46] considered variations of replacing or augmenting text with images.
Then in 2002–2003, two sets of researchers independently set the
stage for a more systematic approach to illiterate users. In a wideranging masters thesis aptly titled, “Developing design recommendations for computer interfaces accessible to illiterate users,” Matt
Huenerfauth systematically considers the various ways in which UIs
could be adapted for illiterate users [57].1 The analysis is based only
on hypothetical scenarios (no empirical research is conducted with illiterate users), but an extensive set of recommendations is provided, with
some of the key ideas presaging future work: Use of voice annotations,
choice of graphical elements, provision of user assistance, etc. Huenerfauth also keenly notes issues beyond illiteracy, per se, such as the fact
1 Huenerfauth,

incidentally, provides a nice review of the relevant literature in UIs for illiterate users until 2002.
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that illiterate users, who are unlikely to be technology adepts, may also
feel intimidated by computers, as do many other ﬁrst-time users of PCs.
Ghosh et al. [43] pioneered work with actual illiterate users, by conducting work in rural India. This line of work revealed insights that
would not be easily available without in-situ studies. For example, in
working with microﬁnance lending groups, they found that many illiterate women in India were nevertheless able to read, write, and manipulate numbers.
The “Text-Free UI” work described in the remainder of this section
builds on these earlier attempts. Like Huenerfauth, it attempts to provide a systematic framework for designing UIs for illiterate users; and,
like Ghosh et al., the concepts are iteratively designed in collaboration
with groups of illiterate users.
4.1.1.2

The Process

The problem of designing UIs for illiterate users transcends culture,
language, economics, and application. Yet, to test ideas concretely, a
speciﬁc group of potential users and a speciﬁc application had to be
chosen. Indrani Medhi et al. were based in Bangalore, India, but while
there are plenty of illiterate people in the city, they were not in touch
with large groups of illiterate people whom they could work with. Thus,
they began by looking up and meeting with a number of local non-proﬁt
organizations (also called “non-governmental organizations” or NGOs).
Medhi et al. built what became a long-term partnership with Stree
Jagruti Samiti (“Organization for Women’s Empowerment”), a local
non-proﬁt with a presence in several slums around Bangalore. SJS’s
own goals were in political and economic empowerment of the women
living in the slums (most of whom were illiterate), and education for
their children. They felt that computing technology could be of value
in advancing their cause, though it was not understood at the outset
how that might be achieved. Both as a goodwill gesture, and also to
understand how SJS worked, the researchers began by attending SJS
meetings oﬀering a computer literacy class for some SJS children, and
even helping to run a weekend basketball program run by another SJS
partner.
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This initial period of interaction over several months established
rapport between SJS and the researchers and formed the foundation
for future work. Between 2005 and 2009, the two organizations worked
together on a number of projects that involved both research elements
and practical value, such as nutrition classes recorded and disseminated
on video CDs, an employment-matching program investigating the feasibility of an automated system to match women with employers, and
of course, Text-Free User Interfaces (It’s worth noting that during this
time, the researchers occasionally made small donations in cash and in
kind to SJS, as tokens of their appreciation for the relationship; these
helped to acknowledge the researchers’ debt to SJS for their time and
eﬀort in projects which, though they fulﬁlled research goals, did not
always contribute to SJS’s goals.)
To pick a concrete application, Medhi (the lead researcher on the
Text-Free research), spent an initial period of several weeks doing
unstructured interviews and participant observation among the women
in the community. She found that the women worked primarily as
informal labor doing domestic chores for middle-class households —
cleaning, cooking, and so forth. These jobs were not consistently available, nor were they necessarily convenient for the women in terms of
schedule and location, and so there was demand for information about
available jobs. Normally, the women heard this information by word of
mouth, and while they could think of no other way to accomplish it,
they wanted more complete and more timely information. In their ﬁrst
research project, therefore, Medhi et al. [91] decided to design a TextFree UI for a job-matching website.
Over a period of several months, new prototypes were designed and
tested with women in the slum communities. Testing was conducted in
“the ﬁeld,” either in the SJS oﬃces or in the households of the subjects,
for a variety of reasons — the complex logistics of transporting many
women to the lab; the potential for the women to feel intimidated in
a corporate oﬃce; the desire for some women to stay at home due to
family pressures; etc.
Once iterative prototyping was completed, the project moved to an
evaluation phase in which a more formal process was relayed to potential subjects at an SJS meeting. Over several weeks, evaluation studies
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were scheduled adjacent to SJS meetings to ensure maximum participation. The rigor required for evaluation was not always easy to achieve,
and the experiments took perhaps twice as much time as was initially
planned. Subjects would not show up at scheduled times or would leave
mid-experiment for unexpected reasons; they would speak to each other
about the experiment despite instructions not to do so; and due to diﬃculties of creating a sound-proof space for testing, subjects would often
interfere in others’ evaluation sessions.
At the completion of the study, subjects were presented a formal
certiﬁcate of appreciation, and small gifts on the order of US$2 each.2
All told, Medhi spent approximately 300 hours in the slum communities, ﬁeld-testing and evaluating versions of the application.
A similar process was followed for most of the research described in
this section, although because much of it was conducted with SJS,
Medhi et al. did not have to build new relationships for each new
research project.
4.1.1.3

Results

The Text-Free UI research agenda resulted in a number of ﬁndings
which have been published in both ICT4D and HCI proceedings and
journals [87, 88, 91, 92].
Many of the suggestions by Huenerfauth were veriﬁed in evaluations
with illiterate subjects: Voice annotations, graphical representations, a
help function oﬀering spoken assistance were all appreciated by subjects, and allowed them to manipulate UIs whose text versions were
incomprehensible to them [87, 91]. The claims by Ghosh et al., that
numbers are recognized by many illiterate people, was also conﬁrmed,
though in the subjects studied by Medhi et al., some participants were
prone to confusing digits with similar appearances (e.g., 2 and 5).
Medhi et al. further discovered that particular forms of graphical
representations were more eﬀective than others. Speciﬁcally, semiabstracted cartoon drawings were more easily understood as representations of generic classes of objects, than either photographs (which
2 Although

the developing world presents many severe challenges to the ﬁeld researcher, one
key advantage is the lower cost of many research expenses.
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were easily mistaken for the actual instance of the thing photographed)
or simpliﬁed icons (which were not always accurately identiﬁed, even
when iteratively designed with members of the same community) [87].
Cartoon animations could also be helpful, although the value of animation over static imagery was small.
As Huenerfauth hinted, illiterate users had signiﬁcant challenges
beyond simple illiteracy [91]. Echoing ﬁndings for literate ﬁrst-time
users of PCs, subjects expressed discomfort handling computing equipment, citing that they were afraid to break an expensive piece of
machinery. Among those who overcame such anxiety and were able
to comprehend and manipulate the UI were some who were unable to
understand what value such activity had — how did selecting icons on
a graphical display help to ﬁnd information about jobs? One solution
to this problem was tested in a follow-up research project called “FullContext Video” in which a looped video dramatizing the application’s
mechanics and usage scenario was found to be eﬀective at both diminishing fears of technology and providing a cognitive model for how the
application worked [92].
Other extensions of the Text-Free UIs research considered such
things as the trade-oﬀ between voice-based interfaces and a rich textfree UI on mobile phones [88], as well as authoring tools for Text-Free
UIs that take advantage of “tooning” features that allow a user to easily
convert photographs into drawings [87].
A number of qualitative observations arising from the Text-Free
work lights the way for further research: Drawings with moving parts
(e.g., ﬂowing water, emitted smoke) were more likely to be interpreted
as verbs3 [91]; some subjects with very little education appeared to be
confused by bimodal displays (e.g., image and voice annotation) [87];
illiterate subjects appear to have a strong preference for narrative
explanations over deductive or analytical explanations [88]; and so on.
4.1.1.4

Limitations

The strongest critique of the body of Text-Free UI research would be
that most of it has been undertaken in no more than a handful of
3 Professional

cartoonists and illustrators utilize this phenomenon in their work.
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communities, and thus it’s not clear how much the results generalize
to other cultures. In order to establish greater external validity, similar
research would need to be conducted in other geographies.
The authors themselves note that the design of graphical elements
in any Text-Free UI must be tested with the intended user community.
They found, for example, that women looking for jobs in the city were
confused by a graphic of a sloped-roof house to indicate a family, since
they were expecting to work in ﬂat-roofed apartments [91]. Even such
things as the directionality of a display (left-to-right or right-to-left?)
appear to be dependent on script — Muslim subjects were prone to
“reading” right-to-left (even if they can’t read, they’re inﬂuenced by
the fact that the Arabic script reads from right to left), while Hindu
subjects read left-to-right. Otherwise, there are communities where people are unable to read numbers any more than letters and words, and
at least one researcher who tried Full-Context Videos in Liberia found
that they did little to lower barriers to technology use [9].
So, the Text-Free UI research to-date is perhaps best seen as a starting point and a strawman for further research. Over time, with more
work conducted in diﬀerent domains and geographies, a fuller picture
may emerge in which the universal and context-dependent elements of
Text-Free UIs are better understood.
Finally, a word on the implementations of actual text-free systems:
Medhi et al. have made attempts to implement real systems using
text-free designs. These ran into challenges that are all too typical for
ICT4D projects. They tried two routes to implementing a digital jobmatching site using text-free principles. In one case, a start-up venture
called Babajob, which was already working in the space of job-matching
online, agreed to create a text-free set of pages for use by potentially
illiterate users [44]. In another, SJS, who was interested in exactly such
a capability, agreed to a phased implementation in which an initial
paper pilot without computers would be used to test the overall ﬂow of
a job-matching system and then upgraded to a digital database later
on [88]. In both cases, the projects have run into the implementation
challenges of maintaining a fresh set of job announcements (desired
by workers but only inconsistently oﬀered by employees), providing
an assurance of quality control (desired by employees but diﬃcult to
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enforce among workers), and doing these both at scale. The SJS eﬀort
was stopped after two years for these reasons. Babajob, has been more
successful at scaling its system, as it has dedicated staﬀ whose incomes
rest on the success of the entity; on the other hand, demand for the textfree pages is non-existent, as illiterate users rarely access the websites
themselves — interactions are intermediated by literate acquaintances.
These cases suggest that ICT4D projects require much more than carefully designed UIs to work, in much the same way that a proﬁtable
software business requires much more than good software to function.
It could also be a lesson for HCI researchers in ICT4D: to be truly
eﬀective, design eﬀorts must go well beyond a narrowly deﬁned notion
of the human–computer interface.
4.1.1.5

Other Work

Jahanzeb Sherwani et al. connect exploration of UIs for non-literate
users to the ideas of Walter Ong, a cultural historian, who posited the
notion of orality — which casts cultures without a writing tradition to
be qualitatively diﬀerent than those with a literate tradition [122]. Ong
notes, for example, that oral cultures emphasize narrative over deductive thinking, real examples over abstraction, and interactive engagement over static representation [101]. It’s not clear how much of this
view is a romanticization of illiteracy, and Sherwani’s paper struggles to
maintain Ong’s grace in casting illiteracy not as a deﬁciency but merely
a diﬀerence. Nevertheless, Ong’s observations lead to design directions
that deserve further research.
Much of the work with non-literacy puts illiterate and semi-literate
people into a single bucket, although there is a continuous range of illiteracy from those who cannot recognize individual letters, to those who
can identify certain words on sight, and may be able to pronounce words
phonetically with eﬀort. Leah Findlater et al. [38], however, focused on
some of the diﬀerences within less literate users, and found that semiliterate users, who know their alphabets, can both improve their reading
ability and learn to accomplish UI tasks more quickly, if they are given
both text and audio markers to UI elements on a display. Completely
illiterate users, on the other hand, showed none of this learning or
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improvement, indicating that there are qualitative diﬀerences in what
can be gained from certain UI designs along the spectrum of literacy.
Brij Kothari’s studies with “same-language subtitling” in which television shows are subtitled in the same language as that of the audio
track have displayed similar phenomena [72].
The Medhi team has also pushed forward with text-free interfaces
for mobile phones. With the increasing interest in money transfer, they
investigated several UIs on mid-tier mobile phones that would allow
non-literate users to perform mobile banking [89]. Results suggest that
there are tradeoﬀs between UIs, with combinations of graphics and
voice annotation leading to quicker transactions but more overall confusion, while voice interfaces alone were perceived to be easier to use,
but seemed to take longer. The pace of work for non-literate users on
mobile phones seems set to increase, as witnessed by more recent publications in this area [45, 68].
4.1.2

The Telecom Web and Avaaj Otalo

In 2007, researchers at IBM Research Labs in India proposed the
Telecom Web: The idea was to enable many of the functionalities of
the regular Internet, but entirely through phones, with voice as the
medium [76]. The core insight was that fundamental operations of
HTTP “put” and “get” could be replaced by the receiving and transmitting capabilities of phones [2]. Servers would still accumulate, store,
index, process, and serve content, but instead of serving text, images,
and movies, the content would be limited to audio content. Similarly,
users could post audio content. This idea has spawned several streams
of work (as well as project names), and this section will also discuss
one of the more recent streams, Avaaj Otalo (or “voice stoop”).
The description below is drawn from several papers by the Telecom
Web and Avaaj Otalo teams, as well as from informal communication
with the researchers in person and over e-mail [2, 3, 4, 75, 76, 77].
4.1.2.1

Early Work

The technical ideas for the Telecom Web preceded any signiﬁcant ﬁeldwork [2], but soon after conceiving the idea, the researchers conducted
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qualitative ﬁeld work among 26 urban, low-income laborers and microentrepreneurs, and 25 customers of these laborers in the Delhi area
[75]. The workers included plumbers, carpenter, and other skilled
laborers.
Kumar et al. found that many workers spent as much as 60% of
their work day idle, presumably hoping for more business. At other
times, requests for multiple jobs might come in, and they would have
to negotiate alternate appointments between conﬂicts. Additionally, as
in many big cities, Delhi traﬃc presents a suﬃciently high barrier to
travel between points in the city, that many workers would refuse work
that came from too far away.
Their potential customers, meanwhile, seemed eager for a service
that would allow them to ﬁnd laborers as needed, with 23 out of 25
respondents desiring such a service, and nearly 60% willing to pay for
such a service.
Additional interviews found that while there were a number of
yellow-page-like services in urban Delhi (including a call-center-based
search service called Just Dial that is to the phone what search engines
are to the Internet), most customers were reluctant to hire laborers
without some references through their social network. Laborers, for
their part, would self-organize into somewhat more formal businesses,
but many found themselves exploited by such groups.
Further qualitative research with auto-rickshaw drivers (drivers of
three-wheeled motorized cabs) in three Indian cities uncovered similar
issues as those that the laborers faced. In short, everyone experienced
too much idle time and wanted more business. Any service that would
help them ﬁll more of their workday was welcome.
Kumar et al. then mocked up a system for skilled laborers that
could be used to match laborers with customers, and tested the system
with workers and customers for user interface issues. They found that
laborers, for the most part were able to use a voice-based system to
answer a few questions that would allow them to “post” their capabilities and availability on the system. Similarly, customers were able to
recover information that was posted.
Although a complete working system was not initially implemented, feedback from this exercise revealed that simple prompts were
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desired by laborers, and that two-thirds of the customers struggled to
understand the accents of the laborers who posted jobs. The latter eﬀect
was likely due to the fact that many laborers came from regions outside
of Delhi, where spoken Hindi can take on diverse accents diﬀerent from
that spoken in the capital.
4.1.2.2

The Process

Encouraged by their preliminary trials, the IBM team went on to test
two separate systems in rural villages of Andhra Pradesh and Gujarat,
India [3, 107]. In these pilot projects, an audio bulletin board was set
up for the sake of local residents, micro-entrepreneurs, and/or farmers,
and the goal was to understand broad usage patterns as well as usability
issues. The second pilot ran as a new project called Avaaj Otalo, and
the team was joined by Neil Patel and Tapan Parikh, respectively at
Stanford University and the University of California, Berkeley.
In the ﬁrst pilot, VoiKiosk, an audio bulletin board was set up in one
rural community in Andhra Pradesh, India. The team worked through
a non-proﬁt organization, the Byrraju Foundation, that ran a variety of
development-focused eﬀorts in rural Andhra Pradesh. The second pilot,
Avaaj Otalo, catered to a farming community in Gujarat, India, and
was run collaboratively with Development Support Center, an agricultural non-proﬁt, which works through partner farmers scattered across
hundreds of villages in that state.
The Telecom Web team spent time visiting four villages in Andhra
Pradesh ranging in population from 2000 to 5000, introduced by
Byrraju Foundation staﬀ and volunteers in each village. Many of
them were members of the local community, so they were able to get
insight into the local use of phones and people’s needs for information. They found conditions that today are common, if not ubiquitous, in rural areas across the developing world — more than 50%
of the households owned mobile phones, and sharing of mobiles was
a common phenomenon. Cell-phone signals are widespread, and in
the villages the team visited, they were ever-present. They also surveyed the kind of information that villagers might want, and found
the usual suspects: agriculture information, employment opportunities,
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health information, notices by local businesses, and so forth. They also
veriﬁed local user interest in a phone-based bulletin board, and found
conﬁrmation.
On the technical front, a voice bulletin board server was set up, with
various features such as the ability to log and store calls, an interactive
voice-response menu that would provide spoken menus and instruct
users in how to respond. Four categories of users were given diﬀerential
permissions to add, edit, and listen to content. This prototype was then
deployed in one of the villages visited by the team, in Juvvalapalam,
Andhra Pradesh, a village with 4000 people and 70% mobile-phone
penetration by household. A group of about 30 initial users were told
about the system, instructed in its use, and then run for a period of
four months during which time, two minor modiﬁcations were made to
the system in response to usage. Throughout, usage statistics were collected, and the nature of the calls were analyzed to understand exactly
how villagers interacted with the system. No interviews, however, were
conducted with users after the deployment of the prototype.
In Avaaj Otalo, the team could build on its earlier experience, but
since the experiment was run in a diﬀerent region of India, Patel spent
additional time interacting with DSC and the local farmers. Ultimately,
the ﬁndings on local needs were similar, but there were small diﬀerences
in the technology, as well as in the preferences of DSC. In setting up
the server, the service oﬀered three diﬀerent options: (1) a question
and answer forum, in which farmers could ask questions, answer others’ questions, or hear existing Q&A; (2) an announcement board used
by DSC for broadcasting information; and (3) a radio archive, which
allowed users to listen to past radio programs broadcast by DSC as part
of its work. Then, in addition to logs of system usage and transcripts
of audio input, interviews were conducted with 36 Avaaj Otalo users
and 40 non-users.
The Avaaj Otalo pilot was also more comprehensive in understanding UI issues of a voice bulletin board. It sought to understand whether
users preferred an automated speech recognition system or a touch-tone
system for input, and it also collected data about errors in usage.
The projects were run one after the other, so researchers had time to
digest the results of the ﬁrst pilot and adapt the system for the second
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pilot. In Avaaj Otalo, additional researchers joined as collaborators,
both of whom had more experience with ICT for agriculture as well as
formal HCI: the lead researcher for Avaaj Otalo was Patel, a Stanford
PhD student who had worked previously in HCI and on local models
for organic agriculture. Patel was also joined by Parikh, one of his PhD
advisors, who had done work with coﬀee growers in Central America,
and is otherwise familiar with development in India.
4.1.2.3

Results

The overarching ﬁndings of the experiments with VoiKiosk and Avaaj
Otalo were that there was consistent usage of audio bulletin boards by
village residents and farmers, and that even illiterate users were able to
use the system. The most compelling use of both systems seemed to be
the functionality of the bulletin board, which permits semi-broadcast
of various types of information as well as Q&A.
VoiKiosk eventually logged over 100,000 calls over a nine-month
period, totaling 2135 hours on the system; there were 6509 unique users.
Though there was some initial spike in usage due to novelty, usage
continued to grow over nine months, and by the end, there were a
consistent stream of users. All of this happened with the seeding of
some 30 initial users, who propagated news of the system by word of
mouth.
Avaaj Otalo logged nearly 7000 calls over a seven month period.
Avaaj Otalo did not log as many users or calls, and this was due to
a number of intentional and unintentional diﬀerences with VoiKiosk:
ﬁrst, Patel and Parikh were intent on ﬁnding a system that would support farmers, and so they felt an open experiment like VoiKiosk could
inhibit discussion of the farming-related dialogue they hoped to foster. Second, there were structural diﬀerences in the community Avaaj
Otalo catered to: DSC’s most active clients are a handful of farmers
from many villages, and so the “community” of these farmers is virtual
to begin with. Diﬀusion through direct word of mouth is less likely for
both geographic and social-network constraints. Finally, DSC itself felt
that the pilot should be run with a select group of their most active
constituents, rather than with the community at large.
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With regards to usage, VoiKiosk’s most popular feature was a
bulletin board. Callers found a variety of uses for this feature that
went beyond the initial productivity-oriented notions of the researchers.
Although some microentrepreneurs advertised their services, there were
many other postings having to do with wedding announcements, political campaigns, and so forth. In some cases, the system appears to have
been used as a person-to-person voicemail, as when one family posted a
child’s greeting to her grandparents. Apparently, due to a glitch in the
prototype, there were several weeks when the system forced users to listen to all previous posts before being oﬀered the chance to record their
own. Users appeared to be willing to sit through the announcements,
and the researchers note that with 87% of the users never posting, the
vast majority of the usage was to hear other people’s postings.
Avaaj Otalo’s most popular feature was the Q&A forum, but it
should be noted that this forum was also used very much like a bulletin
board, though DSC and the researchers’ agricultural intent was largely
preserved. Users posted questions and answers, but also commentary
on questions and answers, as well as requests for announcements, radio
archives, and additional information. Several clever entrepreneurs even
responded to questions by describing and then advertising solutions
they had devised themselves.
The Avaaj Otalo pilot also collected evidence of user preferences.
For example, consistently over 80% of the users preferred touchtone
input for selecting among menu options, though an equally consistent
5% or more seemed to prefer speech recognition. Speech, however, ran
into frequent misrecognition problems, requiring a hang-up and re-dial
by the user, since the system did not include a loop-back mechanism
common in commercial IVR systems.
Patel et al. also note that user errors during menu navigation were a
persistent feature and did not seem to abate even after several months’
experience by the most common users. On the other hand, none of those
interviewed indicated any dissatisfaction with the menu-based system,
and all seemed happy with a topic-wise organization of content.
Among the most interesting ﬁndings were the various social interactions that evolved in both systems. In VoiKiosk, individuals converged
on posting what were eﬀectively classiﬁed ads and personal notices,
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which others consumed as if they were reading the local newspaper.
Avaaj Otalo witnessed several more nuanced forms of communication.
For example, callers routinely introduced themselves by name, village,
and phone number before proceeding to their main content — and the
other farmers seemed to value this introduction as a way to locate the
caller. Community moderation also instituted itself, as some posters
reprimanded others for rambling messages or incorrect information.
Finally, the interviews revealed that some users asked questions on
behalf of friends who were less conﬁdent in their ability to either use
the system or articulate questions well.
In short, both the VoiKiosk and Avaaj Otalo experiments show
considerable promise for a voice-based bulletin board system that can
serve many of the purposes that might be served by a community online
bulletin board.
4.1.2.4

Limitations

Thus far, none of the studies associated with the Telecom Web have
charged users for their time with the system. Although not strictly
an HCI issue, this is a central ICT4D issue, as cost can often be a
show-stopper for development projects. At this point, it is not yet clear
that Avaaj Otalo would ﬁnd the same levels of success if farmers were
charged even for the low voice rates oﬀered by India’s telecoms. For
example, researchers associated with the Jameel Poverty Action Lab,
a renowned center that conducts randomized controlled trials of development interventions (with and without technology) ﬁnds consistently
that people respond to “free” in a very diﬀerent way from even the
smallest token costs [110], and there are studies that suggest that even
token costs applied to development projects dramatically inhibit take
up [74]. This issue points directly at one of the key diﬀerences between
HCI and ICT4D traditions — whether or not to consider issues of cost
for users as part of research — and it is certain to remain a topic of
discussion as the two communities interact.
4.1.2.5

Other Work

The Telecom Web inherits from two streams of previous work. One
set includes eﬀorts to build similar systems that parallel the Internet,
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but through communication channels that are more readily available in
developing countries. Perhaps the most dominant are eﬀorts to do this
over Short Message System (SMS) text-messaging. Ken Banks released
a widely used platform called Frontline SMS that allows one to quickly
turn laptops and PCs into SMS servers that can receive, process, broadcast, and otherwise serve text messages for various purposes [6]. Anyone with a SMS-enabled phone can then interact with the server, by
sending requests for information and receiving information, in much
the same way that one would request webpages online. Of course,
the information sent and received in this way is limited to the 140character restrictions on SMS, and in many countries, high SMS costs
prohibit extensive use of such systems, but the concept is potentially
far-reaching, as demonstrated by Twitter (established in 2006, well
after Frontline SMS), eﬀectively a blog-and-broadcast site that works
through SMS.
The other line of work relevant for the Telecom Web are past eﬀorts
in the developed world to allow browsing of content by voice. Within
agriculture, there are a number of such systems [39], but the history
of such work goes back to eﬀorts to create dialogue systems for phones
in the 1970s. Since then, recent work in this area considers the use of
speech recognition to understand spoken input [14, 47].

4.2

Industry: The Mobile Phone

While researchers have focused on needs-based designs and careful
evaluations, corporations have gone ahead with their own UI innovations for the developing world. As with commercial products in the
developed world, commercial innovations for the developing world typically forego the academic experimentation that researchers undertake.
What they lack in academic rigor, however, they make up for with
market experiments, some of which go onto become wild commercial
successes.
In 2009, there were 4.5 billion active mobile phone accounts in the
world [63], comfortably exceeding the number of adults in the world
20 years of age and over. The majority of these phones are now in
developing countries, and without doubt, the mobile phone is the single
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most widely penetrating ICT in the developing world. (In contrast,
there were only 1.4 billion televisions in the world in 2003, and 2.4
billion radios in the world in 1997 [98].
Numerous studies extol the virtues of the mobile phone for economic
growth. Leonard Waverman et al. calculate that a country’s year-onyear GDP growth beneﬁts by an additional 0.6% for every 10% penetration of phones in the country [147]. Jensen [64] found that mobile
phones in the coastal state of Kerala, India, beneﬁted both ﬁshermen
and consumers, by eliminating ineﬃciencies in markets.
In 2003, Nokia introduced its model 1100 mobile phone, perhaps
the ﬁrst phone to be speciﬁcally designed for developing countries and
emerging markets [99]. In its press release, it noted that the low-cost
phone featured “anti-slip sides to provide a better grip as well as reduce
the risk of dust and rain damage,” a “display. . . and keypad layout
[that] makes the phone intuitive and easy-to-use,” a ﬂashlight, and
a “long lasting battery [that] gives users a talk time of up to 2 hrs
to 4 hrs 30 mins and a standby time of up to 400 hours,” the latter
presumably for environments in which reliable electricity is not a given.
In India, one of the two sites where the phone debuted, the phone was
marketed as “made for India.” It went on to a wildly successful run of
over 200 million units sold, earning a world record as the best-selling
consumer electronic device ever [97]. Well aware of users’ preference
for expressing themselves via their phones, Nokia also made sure that
“Users can personalize their Nokia 1100 phone with a wide range of
interchangeable Xpress-on covers, as well as a variety of ring tones,
operator logos and picture messages” [99].
Nokia has since discontinued the 1100 in favor of even lower cost
models with more features, but the legacy of the 1100 remains: It gave
birth to an entire industry of low-cost phones, which for the most part
are not seen in developed countries. Developing countries have recently
witnessed waves of new phones balancing cost and feature-richness,
from big-name handset makers such as Motorola, to lesser-known manufacturers in China.
Low-cost mobile phones are a singular success within technology and
the developing world. They are the perfect example of C. K. Prahalad’s
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claim that there is a “fortune at the bottom of the pyramid” [111].
Prahalad himself struggled to ﬁnd examples of his own thesis — that
corporations could provide for the poor and make huge proﬁts at the
same time, as long as they were willing to ﬁnd creative, aﬀordable
solutions for poor markets — and despite his popularity in the business world, his book is notoriously ﬁlled with examples that don’t quite
fulﬁll his own claims. Yet, Nokia’s 1100 could be the poster child for
Prahalad: it was a runaway success that worked exactly because it took
a function that human beings everywhere appreciate, and then designed
it to be aﬀordable and appropriate for a heretofore unaddressed
customer.

4.3

Methodological Innovations

The interaction of HCI and ICT4D has resulted in a number of
methodological innovations. Three such innovations are described
below: Researcher immersion as a technology-focused poor man’s
ethnography; partnerships with development organizations; and the
“Bollywood method” of interviewing subjects.
4.3.1

Researcher Immersion

HCI researchers frequently spend time with their target users in the
users’ “natural” environment. Studies over the years have followed
knowledge workers in their oﬃce environment, for example. Yet, as
the genuine ethnographers in the CHI community are eager to point
out, very little of this kind of work qualiﬁes as real ethnography, at
least of the kind that is typically conducted by trained anthropologists.
Researchers rarely spend more than a few days or a few weeks in an
environment, and the deep methodological insertion of the researcher
into the environment rarely happens. Most usability studies occur in
the somewhat sterile conditions of the usability lab.
In ICT4D, immersion is the hallmark of some of the strongest
projects. Rikin Gandhi, for example, the lead researcher in a widely
hailed ICT4D project called Digital Green [40], spent a half year living
in a rural village in the state of Karnataka, India, both to understand
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the culture and daily life of farmers in that region, and also to try out
various ways of using video to teach farmers sustainable agriculture
practices. Gandhi had no formal ethnographic training, nor would he
call what he did ethnography. But, the immersion in the actual environment he hoped to impact was a critical aspect of the research that
led to Digital Green. It led to a deep intuition for what was likely
to work — the kind of intuition that great product designers have
about their consumers. And, it allowed for extensive prototyping and
testing at a level that is diﬃcult to do when any distance is placed
between researcher and subjects. Gandhi returned from his experience
with a working knowledge of the local language (Kannada), a good
understanding of the prevailing agricultural practices, and a sense for
the best way to apply video in those communities. He later demonstrated experimentally that the particular system he designed was 10
times more cost-eﬀective than classical means of agriculture extension
in persuading farmers to take up new practices.
Similarly, between the Telecom Web and Avaaj Otalo, the
researchers involved took many visits to their sites to meet with villagers and workers, and Medhi’s Text-Free UI work was also conducted through several hundred hours spent with non-literate women
in Bangalore slums.
It’s useful to note how this form of immersion diﬀers from formal
ethnography. First, its aim is unapologetically design-focused, and it
de-emphasizes the theory-building and abstraction that is demanded
in ethnographies; the goal is very much to arrive at meaningful problems to address as well as workable designs of solutions, through a
process of intensive prototyping and testing. Second, and as a result,
it focuses much more on the mechanics and economics of the processes
of interest — exactly how do farmers procure their tools, what are
the costs and revenues they see in a crop cycle, etc. (Ethnographers
may also investigate these details, of course, but their interest will
be tempered by interest in a host of other questions.) Finally, it can
be conducted by anyone with a curious mind and a sensitive heart.
Designers, engineers, and computer scientists without formal training
in ethnography can engage (though such training can certainly help),
and anecdotal evidence suggests that they should engage as part of the
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design team. There is no substitute for ﬁeld experience in gaining the
intuition required for good design.
4.3.2

Partnerships with Development Organizations

One methodological tool that is particularly useful in researcher immersion and otherwise, is partnership with development-focused organizations, be they governments, non-proﬁt organizations, or community
groups.
Such partnerships can dramatically reduce the time needed to gain
the trust and rapport needed to work with a poor community. A foreign researcher — and, anyone not from the local community is likely
to be viewed as foreign, even if they come from the same country —
coming in with a fancy gadget and unheard-of ideas is not likely to
make much progress with residents whose reactions may include hostility, skepticism, indiﬀerence, or polite but unproductive hospitality.
An organization that already has the trust of a local community can
provide quick access to willing subjects and informants.
Local organizations that share a development goal can also be a
fantastic source for understanding the politics and cultural forces that
may impact a project. They often know whom to approach in a family
(as well as whom not to approach), what kinds of gifts might be appropriate in return for time with subjects, whose buy-in is needed to avoid
community clashes down the line, and so on. Having even a rough sense
for such cultural parameters can prevent social faux pas and even unexpected violence.
On the other hand, anecdotal experience among ICT4D researchers
suggests that partner organizations are not necessarily the best sources
for new ideas or design suggestions. Their views of technology can be
naı̈ve, neither understanding the limits or potentials of a technology.
They may not necessarily see challenges where outsiders see immediate
problems. Often times, a conscious or unconscious attempt to project
competence translates to an inability or unwillingness to acknowledge
problems. So, there is very much a place for the professional HCI
researcher, who understands technology, and has made a habit of identifying pain points in everyday activity.
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4.3.3

The “Bollywood Method” and Other Adaptations

Conducting user studies with people new to technology as well as processes as formal as good usability tests can be a challenge. For one
thing, it’s often neither practical nor advisable to pull subjects from
slums or rural villages into usability labs in security-ridden oﬃce buildings gleaming with new technology. Yet, the quadruple shock of being
in a foreign culture, navigating a foreign infrastructure, hearing a foreign language, and interacting with subjects who are foreign to technology, presents HCI researchers new to development with a range of
unexpected diﬃculties. Just for example, laptops may deliver electrical
shocks, interpreters can be unreliable, and subjects might second-guess
the experimenter — a good portion of the literature of HCI for development is written by graduate-student airing their horror stories and
attempting to formulate generalizable lessons from their experiences.
Among the common problems is the challenge of administering surveys and structured interviews with subjects whose previous experience with formal question-and-answer sessions were often intimidating
to them. For some village residents, vivid memories of negative experiences with authority lift visible emotions to the surface. They remember
strict or ineﬀective teachers who physically beat them for school transgressions, or government bureaucrats who are abusive or corrupt. It’s
no wonder that a lifetime of such experiences might predispose someone
towards suspicion for anything like an HCI questionnaire.
In addition, subjects with very little formal education often, though
not always, appear to exhibit both intellectual and emotional diﬃculties
with counterfactuals.4 Questions of the type, “If you were without a job,
what methods would you use to ﬁnd one?” can elicit either confusion
or fear. Some respond with, “What do you mean? I have two jobs. Why
4 Some

readers may feel compelled to question claims that the poor suﬀer any cognitive
deﬁciencies. These feelings often originate from a desire to believe that the poor are just
as good as anyone, or that we shouldn’t blame the victim. But, we don’t have to blame
the victim to note that the cognitive abilities of the poor might suﬀer along with their
incomes, due to circumstances beyond their control. Poverty leaves people malnourished
or undereducated, which in turn leads to less developed mental capacities. The converse
belief leads directly to a conclusion that good nutrition and education provide no cognitive advantages, which devalues the work of people investing in good nutrition and good
education.
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should I look for another one?” Others might ask with trepidation: “Do
you know something I don’t know? I just went to work yesterday and
everything seemed ﬁne!”
Particularly for this latter problem, Apala Lahiri Chavan of Human
Factors International devised a technique she calls the “Bollywood technique” of inquiry, in which the point is to deﬂect some of these challenges by situating survey questions in the context of a non-threatening
story [118]. In the case of the question above, the researcher might construct a little movie script, in which Raj, the hero, has just lost his job.
Seema, his friend (and perhaps romantic interest) wants to help him.
At this point, the subject might be asked, “What could Seema do to
help Raj ﬁnd a job?”
Asking questions in this manner places distance between the subject
and the content of the question, thus diﬀusing any direct threat they
may feel about the situation if it were to occur in their own life. Yet,
at the same time, it gets at the heart of the issue. The Bollywood
technique also imagines a medium — the movies — that many people
are familiar with, even in very poor communities. Of course, there are
remote places where people are not familiar even with 2D illustrations,5
to say nothing of movies, but these are increasingly rare in our global
world.

5 The

Me’en tribe in Ethiopia, for example, were unable to recognize animals they were
intimately familiar with when shown black-and-white illustrations of the animals on paper
[24]. Cognitive science research conﬁrms that those with less formal schooling have more
diﬃculty understanding 2D imagery.

5
Recurring Themes

So, HCI in global development is still in its early stages, with active
research happening only for the last decade. Already, however, we can
discern a number of recurring themes: the challenge of hardware and
infrastructure constraints; diﬀerences in culture, language, and literacy;
sharing and intermediated use of technology; and, the need to attend
to a rich aura surrounding technology — social, economic, and political. These issues repeatedly arise in the literature, and they represent
themes which will undoubtedly keep HCI researchers busy for some
time to come.

5.1

Hardware and Infrastructure Constraints

Among the most visible challenges in doing ICT4D work are physical
resource constraints, whether it is inability to aﬀord certain kinds of
hardware or poor infrastructure.
Cost constraints on hardware, of course, are obvious, but few people
recognize just how severe these constraints can be. Government spending on education per child per year in India, for example, doesn’t exceed
$200 [142]. With such budgets, even a hundred-dollar laptop ceases to
be impractical as a per-child expenditure.
56
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Meanwhile, infrastructural limitations add another layer of
challenges. Electrical power, for example, can be missing altogether,
available only for several hours a day, or poorly stabilized — one study
observed voltage surges of 1000 volts in rural India [134]. And, connectivity, though increasingly eased by the provision of GPRS data services over mobile networks, remains an ongoing challenge — aﬀordable
broadband availability, for example, remains scarce in developing
communities.
Other infrastructural deﬁcits can also impact ICT4D eﬀorts. The
availability and quality of roads, buildings, plumbing, and so on, frequently impinge on the success of ICT projects. E-commerce requires
low-cost, reliable shipping, and projectors may be overwhelmed by
ambient light in classrooms where poor ventilation and overcrowding
prevent shutting of windows.
These kinds of challenges plague ICT4D projects, and many fail due
to an inability to ﬁnd eﬀective solutions. Though these problems are
daunting, there are at least a couple of ways in which HCI research can
provide input, without solving national infrastructure problems or taking on cost-beneﬁt analyses. Stark conditions make things diﬃcult, but
rarely impossible; instead, they force a decision among trade-oﬀs, and
HCI could supply meaningful input into the comparative advantages
of diﬀerent options.
For example, consider again the issue of electrical power. Solutions
might involve the use of alternative energy sources (e.g., solar panels, hand-crank generators), batteries ferrying power from urban areas,
low-power devices, or even processes in which the use of electronic
technology is constrained to occur in locations where power is reliable.
Each such solution comes with a monetary cost as well as pros and
cons for users, and HCI methodologies are appropriate for assessing the
latter.
Perhaps the greatest potential for HCI to impact this class of ICT4D
challenges, however, is to bring in points of view beyond the technological. Many such problems cannot be easily mitigated by electronic
technology alone, and that means they will require support of people
and organizations. Considering how technology works in tandem with
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existing organizations, therefore, is often a practical way to address
infrastructural challenges obliquely.

5.2

Cultural, Linguistic, and Non-Linguistic Adaptation

Another set of traits of developing communities are those of cultural
and linguistic diﬀerences from the developed world. There are a host of
interesting challenges in matching the content and capabilities of technology with the linguistic and cultural preferences of local populations.
One set of questions is around the “translation” of documents existing
in one language into a form that is comprehensible by someone who
speaks another language, or by someone who cannot read at all. Other
questions are raised by the oﬃce-centric metaphors used by modern
computer systems, including notions of ﬁles, folders, desktop, and so
on. Still other questions come from many groups’ lack of familiarity
with electronic technologies altogether.
As is often cited, the Internet is dominated by English, with some
estimates putting English at 85% of all Internet traﬃc [100]. Thus,
anyone who doesn’t read and write English will be at a disadvantage
online, unable to access the vast stores of information readily available
to readers of this article. Part of this issue may involve HCI contributions.
For example, it is often suggested that language-translation tools
can be brought to bear, but state-of-the-art machine translation
depends on large corpora of data to build their translation engines, in
the range of millions of parallel sentences between two languages [79].
This kind of data is hard enough to come by for the world’s most popular languages, but it is all but impossible to gather for languages spoken
by smaller populations. Thus, there are questions as to whether partial
or imperfect translations are meaningful, and if so, how best they can
be integrated into a user interface.
Similar problems plague the development of speech recognition systems, although speech is often considered ideal as a form of input for
those who are non-literate. Additional challenges exist that echo many
of the early ﬁndings with speech technologies in the developed world:
How should speech systems represent themselves, given that they are
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never as responsive as human operators? What is the right trade-oﬀ
between reducing recognition error and permitting a wider class of
responses? And, so on.
Finally, there are unique problems around the metaphors of modern computers. The fundamental units of GUI manipulation are ﬁles,
pages, and buttons, and yet these trappings of air-conditioned oﬃces
are often absent in the object vocabulary of communities where global
development works. Perhaps the entire GUI needs to be re-thought for
diﬀerent cultures. On the other hand, a class of response that might
replace ﬁles with seeds and folders with buckets is even more problematic. The real questions here are much deeper: Is it possible that limited
formal education leads to less facility handling hierarchical structures?
Maybe it’s okay to leave ﬁles as ﬁles and folders as folders — when
is it that, with a little training, users will simply adapt? When users
unfamiliar with physical ﬁles and folders manipulate them on a PC,
what is their mental model for these objects? Etc.

5.3

Technology Sharing and Intermediation

Two common features of technology in the developing world are those
of shared usage and intermediated usage.
In shared usage, a single device is used by multiple people, either
simultaneously or one after the other. For instance, Internet cafés are
a common sight in developing countries, often existing right alongside
petty shops selling everything from car parts to fertilizer. Estimates
of Internet cafés range in the tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands in both China and India, although accurate numbers are diﬃcult
to assess. Simultaneous shared usage of PCs is also frequent, particularly in schools, where the ratio of students to PCs radically outpaces
budgets for technology in schools [102].
Perhaps the device more deserving of the adjective, “personal,” is
the mobile phone, which in developed societies is felt to be intensely
personal and private — many consider it at least as personal an item
as their wallet or purse. Yet, in the developing world, sharing of mobile
phones is a common practice. Even wealthier middle-class households
in India often share one or two mobile phones among the entire family
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[29, 31]. When one family member goes out, she takes one of the phones
with her, with the understanding that she will need to take messages
on behalf of other family members. In what might be called “approxicalling,” friends often receive phone calls for their phoneless peers:
“Is Harsha with you? Could I talk to him?” [129].
A related, but diﬀerent, phenomenon is that of intermediate
technology usage. Here the notion of a single technology “user” splits
into two or more people fulﬁlling roles as either technology beneﬁciaries
or technology manipulators. The manipulator direct handles the device,
whether it’s to type in queries or dial numbers, while the beneﬁciary
provides the motive for device usage.
Researchers have noted the diﬀerent ways in which this can happen. Parikh & Ghosh, note how in a situation where the technology
infrastructure is managed by an organization on behalf of clients,
the organization often manipulates the device with the client looking
on [103]. Sambasivan et al. ﬁnd in urban Bangalore slums that there
are technology surrogates, who handle almost all of the device manipulation on behalf of their beneﬁciary peers, such as when one person
looks up information online on behalf of a beneﬁciary; proximates,
who perform device-input manipulations, such as dialing a number on
a mobile phone, before handing the device oﬀ to the beneﬁciary; and
translators, who might help a beneﬁciary navigate a device they are
already using, such as when going through a DVD player menu [116].
Gitau and Donner observe that in South African slums, a local expert
called a “fundi” becomes the go-to person for advanced mobile-phone
functionality [30].
In all of the above cases, the prototypical notion of a single user
working with a single device is replaced by other conﬁgurations where
multiple people interact with a single device. HCI, of course, has considered such situations in the developed world, but these are often fringe
instances: Some have considered, for example, the shoulder-to-shoulder
usage of PCs [33]. In the developing world, shared usage is arguably
a mainstream activity, and this, in turn opens the door for additional
research.
Shared use of a single PC in the form of thin clients or multiple terminals has clear economic value, but researchers have also considered
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shared usage of a single PC with only one display. In MultiPoint,
Pawar et al. allow multiple users to use a single PC via multiple mice,
and apply it to developing-world schools as a way to cheaply provide
increased interaction with PCs to schoolchildren [109]. This is an HCI
concept with a history going back as far as 1991 ([11], only seven years
after the mainstream use of the mouse through the Apple Macintosh),
but while earlier the use of multiple mice struggled to make a case for
itself as a tool for collaborative education [62, 131, 140], in the developing world, resource constraints give it dramatic relevance.
The case for new HCI is even stronger for mobile phones, since
these devices are typically designed for individual use. What happens
when they’re shared? How should address books, SMS text messages,
and contacts work if more than one person uses a phone? What are
the privacy issues that need to be addressed? Is there value in a split
multimodal experience, where shared use of the phone provides audio
cues to one “user” while the other depends on the visible display? Etc.

5.4

Technology Alone is Not Enough

One of the oft- recurring lessons in ICT4D is that technology alone is
almost never enough to make an impact. Success in ICT4D is often
based on a project’s “sustainability” — whether it can survive beyond
an initial pilot and continue to have impact, even after project initiators have left the scene, and sustainability is known to have many
dimensions, of which technology is often just one. Richard Heeks, a
long-time commentator on ICT4D, cites ﬁnancial sustainability, political sustainability, social sustainability, and so on [53], and studies of
defunct projects consistently point to a failure to address the many
factors outside of technology.
The point that underlies this phenomenon is that technology itself
requires a platform of physical infrastructure and human organization
simply to operate, to say nothing of whether the technology then has
meaningful impact. Even in developed-world contexts, the information
systems literature is full of caution about the total costs of ownership of
technology: One study cites that the IT costs for a modern corporation
can be on the order of US$7000 per employee per year [22]. The Maine
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Technology Learning Initiative, one of the few rigorously studied cases
of providing a laptop per student in the developed world, allocates only
a portion of its budget to technology; the rest goes to maintenance,
curriculum development, and teacher training [56, 125].
Partly because much of the challenge in ICT4D is extratechnological, many successful ICT4D projects run with little new technology: the technical innovations, if required, are often straightforward
adaptations of technology that is already well-understood. This fact
frequently comes as a disappointment to technology-happy engineers,
but for HCI researchers, it is a rich opportunity. HCI regularly engages
with the extra-technological issues surrounding user and machine, and
ICT4D encourages a further broadening of the problem horizon.
For example, in the widely hailed Grameen Village Phone project,
the mobile phone is used as is, with no technological adaptations. All of
the innovation is in the way in which the devise is used: an entrepreneur
becomes a walking phone booth, and a single phone is shared by an
entire village [133]. Although this model presents little new for the technical engineer, it is of deep interest to those with an HCI inclination —
Who dials the number when the phone is used — the entrepreneur or
the caller? How do entrepreneurs reveal call costs to callers, especially
when callers are illiterate? And, as is frequently the case with HCI,
such questions lead to further questions that require technical adaptation: How should mobile phone interfaces work, if it is assumed that
one phone is used by multiple people?
More recently, critics have begun to ask whether there are some
circumstances in global development, in which deep problems of human
capacity or society must be solved prior to technology being useful [136].
As technology meta-questions, these are again, lines of questioning that
are part and parcel of interdisciplinary HCI and ICT4D.

6
The Future of HCI in Global Development

6.1

Summary

Although there have been glimpses of HCI ideas in global development even before computing was mainstream, it’s only been in the last
decade that global development has witnessed conscious application
of HCI. Beginning as it did with signiﬁcant conceptual and methodological overlap, it’s not surprising that the ﬁelds of HCI and global
development have found much to share.
Both are intensely interdisciplinary ﬁelds, comprising disparate factions that not infrequently clash over deep, epistemological diﬀerences.
Yet, participants in both ﬁelds also share common goals, whether it is
to make life better for technology users or to support the aspirations
of the impoverished. There are methodological similarities between the
larger ﬁelds of HCI and ICT4D, arising from a need to solve problems
end-to-end, and to verify that they have been solved. Both ﬁelds place a
strong emphasis on qualitative research to uncover the unique contexts
of their human subjects. Both ﬁelds seek to design novel solutions, and
to reﬁne them through a process of iterative prototyping. And, both
ﬁelds seek to evaluate their solutions, to conﬁrm their eﬃcacy. Then,
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when the poor also become users or beneﬁciaries of technology, “HCI
for development” emerges.
As examples, this article described the methodologies and ﬁndings
of three ongoing projects: Text-Free UI is a research eﬀort to design UIs
that could be useful to illiterate users. The Telecom Web and its pilots
examine how an audio bulletin board accessed by mobile phones is
received by farmers and microentrepreneurs in poor communities. And,
Nokia’s 1100 line of mobile phone, highlighted the potential demand
for a technology designed speciﬁcally for a global market of relatively
poor but eager consumers.
Several themes emerge consistently in the work of the last decade.
Two were predicted by early researchers in ICT4D: (1) the fact of signiﬁcant hardware and infrastructure constraints, and the need to work
around them, or invent beyond them; (2) the culture, language, and literacy diﬀerences between HCI professionals from wealthy backgrounds
and the intended beneﬁciaries of global development. Two were more
surprising, but repeat as themes in much of the research: (3) the degree
to which developing communities share technology and make use of
intermediation by friends and family; (4) the complexity of problems,
where rarely is a technological solution on its own enough, however good
the UI: There are social, political, economic, and cultural phenomena
that require as much attention as the technological and cognitive.
So, these themes will continue in future work in HCI for development, because the challenges are far from overcome. And, they’ll be
joined by additional themes that are just beginning to emerge. . . .

6.2

Impact-Focused Evaluation

Although HCI on the whole values evaluation of technology and usability, it tends to limit its purview to UI issues. For example, after prototyping a new interface or a new tool, HCI evaluation will typically
measure such ﬁgures as task error rates or time to task completion,
while surveying or interviewing for user preference or user opinions.
A UI might be designed to ultimately impact worker productivity, but
it’s rare that productivity itself is measured: There are few, if any,
studies of corporate or national productivity that result from the use
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of one technology or UI over another. Instead, HCI research generally
assumes, for example, that if you can cut 10% of the task completion
time in something that everyone spends 2 hours doing daily, you’d have
saved 12 minutes per day per person, which is assumed to translate to
greater productivity. Whether these are valid assumptions or not is
rarely questioned, but they are accepted.1
At some point in the future, global development may come to a
similar understanding, but at present, development experts are all too
aware that making task completion 10% quicker is no guarantee of positive impact. Workers may use the saved time in a variety of ways that
don’t result in healthier children, better educated teens, or wealthier
families. Thus, it’s important that when measuring the impact of HCIfor-development projects, to observe or measure the outcomes that are
ultimately desired. If, for example, a new tool for healthcare workers is
designed to improve the overall system, an ideal evaluation would look
at the healthcare outcomes that result.
This kind of end-impact evaluation is still missing on the whole from
ICT4D projects. Indeed, early ICT4D rarely performed evaluations of
any kind, and so, HCI’s focus on evaluation is welcome. It would be
nice to see this emphasis extended to ultimate impacts.
The issue applies equally well to qualitative and quantitative
research. In qualitative research, it’s one thing to observe users actually using a system, to interview them at length, and so forth, but it’s
another to focus on end impact. A researcher might draw subjects from
the eventual beneﬁciaries of the system, who may not necessarily be
direct technology users. For example, when a healthcare worker starts
using a new technology, how do the patients respond? Do they perceive
any diﬀerence in the healthcare workers? Do they themselves interact
with the technology? And, so forth. Brian De Renzi et al. note, for
example, that when healthcare workers carry PDAs rather than paper
forms, the patients themselves feel greater respect for the healthcare
workers [25].
1 Actually,

these assumptions deserve to be questioned even in mainstream HCI. In an oﬃce
environment, 12 minutes saved daily may translate to 12 minutes more time to read online
news or 12 minutes less time at the oﬃce.
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In quantitative research, there is a rich tradition in medicine that
performs clinical trials with statistically meaningful patient samples,
and this has extended into global development through the ﬁeld of
public health. Metrics such as disability adjusted life years (DALY),
are widely used as a way to measure overall impact of programs. Some
development economists, such as those associated with the Jameel
Poverty Action Lab, Innovations for Poverty Action, and the Center for
Evaluation of Global Action, have also begun to use randomized trials,
as a way to measure program eﬀectiveness at a large scale, and they
strive to measure ultimate outcomes whenever possible. The methodology of the controlled experiment is well understood by HCI researchers,
so all this takes is a shift to measuring ﬁnal outcomes, along with intermediate ones of usability.

6.3

Beyond Computing

Finally, one exciting possibility, as the arenas of HCI and global development intersect, is the possibility of HCI’s methodology increasingly
diﬀusing into global development. Global development, dominated as
it is by social scientists, tends to excel at observation, evaluation,
critique, and even policy, but innovation and invention is not its
primary strength. Even when new ideas are considered, the methodology could be called “trial by evaluation,” where an idea is tried at
a large scale; society is treated as a black box; and the outcome is
observed at coarse granularity to decide whether the idea has merit.
At the very least, this kind of methodology has a practical problem
in that it could take decades and even centuries to decide the optimal parameters for a new system. (To be sure, there are exceptions
to this claim, including appropriate technology advocates, some innovative NGOs, entrepreneurs, and so on, but their voices are muted in
policy circles.)
In contrast, HCI comprises a unique, complete theory of problem solving: From contextual observation and problem assessment, to
design and iterative prototyping, to rigorous evaluation. In addition,
HCI draws from the tradition of qualitative social sciences that constantly questions the goals of the ﬁelds, as well as the kind of impact
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delivered to users. Few other ﬁelds are concerned with all of these stages
of problem solving, and rarely are they as methodologically rigorous in
each. This is one of the great strengths of HCI as a ﬁeld. And, while
the details may diﬀer from problem to problem, and from domain to
domain, these problem-solving steps have great value in facing an array
of challenges.
Worldwide, technologists seem increasingly interested in contributing to global development, as witnessed by the growing ﬁeld of ICT4D.
This trend provides the perfect entrance for HCI. With more interaction between HCI professionals and global development practitioners,
we can look forward to a future for HCI that extends to greater and
more meaningful impact — not only in solving the problems of technological user interfaces, but perhaps also in addressing the big challenges
of global development.
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